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WELCOME TO APPS MAGAZINE
Your essential apps guide every issue

apps@imagine-publishing.co.uk

The Apple Watch promises to
change not only how we use our
phones and tablets, but also the
way we use apps. It should mean we
rely on our iPhones a lot less, instead
responding to quick notifications
from our wrist, reserving our main
devices for more complex jobs. This in
turn means app developers will have
to simplify what apps for the small
screen do. Time will only tell what this
means, but if you were lucky enough
to grab one of the revolutionary
smartwatches before they sold out in
six hours on 10 April, turn to page 14
to find out the first 25 apps and games
to download for it.

If you’re not the sort of person 
who can wait long enough to 

pre-order a new toy, turn 
to page 18. It features the 
best music, fi lm and TV apps 
that deliver on-demand 
entertainment.

Follow Apps Magazine at
@Knowyourapps /AppsMagazine

Plus: Get the latest news 
and previews online…
www.knowyourapps.com

LAYOUT
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.0

REFME - REFERENCING MADE EASY
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v3.5
Android | OS 4.0 | Free | v3.1.7

STORMBLADES
iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v1.3
Android | OS 4.0 | Freemium | v1.0.9

VINE KIDS
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1.0

WELCOME

The team recommends…
DAN HUTCHINSON
Editor in Chief

Children are more
tech-savvy than ever,
so Vine Kids (page

23) is a great way of keeping
little ones entertained with age
appropriate videos.

OLIVER HILL
Contributor

Not only has Instagram
added new colour and fade
tools to its app this month,

its also launched a new collage-
maker called Layout (page 27).

DOM PEPPIATT
Contributor

While some will wait 
forever for Infi nity 
Blade 4, we’ve moved 

on to Stormblades (page 39). Full 
of hack’n’slash fun, it’s also free!

JACK PARSONS
Deputy Editor

Calling all students! 
If you’re putting the 
fi nishing touches to 

your end-of-year essays, check 
out RefME (page 33) - a fantastic 
app for referencing your sources.



GAMES 22 APPS
036  60 seconds of fun

Need a burst of quick-fix 
gaming action?

037  Agent Alice
Spot the objects, solve the 
crime in this detective story

038  SimCity BuildIt
Can EA’s new title recapture 
the classic SimCity feel?

039  Stormblades
Hack’n’slash in style

039  Adventures of  
Poco Eco
Not really music to our ears…

040  RAD Boarding
 Infinite snowboarding

040 World    
  Zombination

Gory fun fighting off zombies

WORK  14 APPS
032  Infolio

Make dynamic, informative 
project spaces with this stylish 
mobile sales tool

033  1Writer
The iPhone’s most feature-
laden text editor

033 RefME –   
 Snap a photo of books to  
 instantly compile bibliographies

ON-DEMAND 
APPS
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CONTENTS
367 APPS INSIDE

EVERYDAY 22 APPS
026  Master your Mac

The best apps for linking your 
mobile and desktop worlds

027  Layout
from Instagram
Create collages with a tap

028  Babylon
Keep the doctor away 

029  Darkroom
A slick, simple photo editor

029  Youscian
Your own private guitar tutor

030  CARROT Weather
The weather app that insults you

030 Forge by Adonit
 Sketch ideas and compare images

ENTERTAINMENT 19 APPS
022 Discover local  
  events

Find out what’s happening in 
your area and book tickets

023  Vine Kids
Children of the re-Vine-lution

024  Cute or Not
Swipe through adorable animals

024  Plotagon
Create your own animated 
cartoon in minutes

WATCH
25 ESSENTIAL APPS
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FIND EVENTS NEAR YOU22
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CONTENTS

006  Facebook   
Messenger
 Apps are coming to Facebook

008  Moni Talks
The founder of Moni talks about 
the rise of mobile payments

009 Do your grocery  
 shopping
 You’d be off your trolley to shop  
 without these essential apps

010  Win! Speakers
Enjoy booming sound with this 
portable plug-in speakaekrer

011  My home screen
Must-have apps for book lovers

012  Gear round-up
This month’s essential gadgets

MASTER
YOUR MAC

26 042 Autocapture songs 
with Shazam
Find out the name of that song that’s 
been bothering you - without even 
having to touch your screen

PLUS
LEARN MORE 

ABOUT YOUR APPS!

HOW WE REVIEW
PRICE
We list the most 

up-to-date price 

possible, but 

check before 

purchasing. Note 

that free apps 

may still require 

some in-app 

purchases.

VERSION
We always review the latest versions 

of apps when going to publication, but 

bear in mind issues we outline may be 

fi xed in updated versions.

iPhone+ | iOS 5.0 | Free | v4.5.2
Android | OS 2.2 | Free | v4.6.3

TAKE ON THE WORLD WITH 
THESE TOP TRAVEL APPS20

10 TRAVEL 
COMPANIONS

60 SECONDS 
OF FUN

36

OPERATING SYSTEM
Certain apps only work on specifi c 

operating systems; check your device 

meets the specifi cations here.

FORMAT
Some apps are specifi c to iPhone or 

iPad, however if listed with a plus 

symbol, apps will work on both devices.



FACEBOOK MESSENGER
DISCOVER NEW WAYS TO CHAT WITH OVER 40 THIRD-PARTY APPS AT LAUNCH

When Facebook started to force its users to download and 
use a separate, standalone Messenger app last year, it’s fair 
to say that it annoyed many users. But in November, founder 
Mark Zuckerberg revealed the reason for the decision: he 
wanted to build a “dedicated and focused experience”.

In April this year, that experience was laid bare when 
the company fi nally released an enhanced Messenger into 
the app stores. It has become a platform in its own right 
with its own apps created by third-party developers, similar 
to LINE, Japan’s largest social network. This has widened 
Messenger ’s scope, so much so that Facebook is hoping it 
has produced a messaging app that will constantly evolve 
and bring fresh ideas to the table.

One of the eff ects of this is to put some distance 
between Messenger and the main Facebook experience, 
allowing it to compete more directly against iMessage, 
WhatsApp, Snapchat, WeChat and email. 

Initially, 40 apps were made available, chief among 
them a host of GIF-centric off erings ranging from Camoji 
which enables people to produce animated images using 
a device’s camera to Giphy which has a selection of funny 

visual off erings to choose from. The variety and number of 
add-ons will grow rapidly over the coming months, though, 
and Zuckerberg has called it an “exciting big new area and 
opportunity for Facebook”.

It will be hard not to notice its impact. When a third-party 
app is used in conjunction with Messenger, for instance, it 
is clearly identifi ed to users in a conversation thread. The 
recipient can tap Reply if they also have the developer’s app 
installed or they can tap Install to include the function. Even 
so, the Messenger platform apps are their own separate 
companion apps and can be used by tapping the three-
dotted more function and selecting the app you want.

It is proving to be a seamless integration which ensures 
users can remain within Messenger. And if only a fraction of 
the current 600 million mobile users using Messenger make 
use of these new apps, then Zuckerberg will have deemed it 
a major success.

FACEBOOK MESSENGER
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v27.0
Android | Varies | Free | Varies

GET EXCITED ABOUT…

APPS  PEOPLE  GEAR
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IN TOUCH

FLIPLIP VOICE CHANGER
Stick your face into one of the
cartoon-style templates depicting
bears, pirates and other fantastic

characters and start talking. You can alter
the resulting video so that you sound like
a cyborg, wacko, god or robot, or sound 
like you’ve sucked helium. Good fun.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.0.1
 Android | OS 4.1 | Free | v1.2.1

FIRST FOUR ADD-ONS TO TRY

BITMOJI FOR MESSENGER
After creating a cartoon avatar, 
Bitmoji enables you to select from 
a wide variety of stickers which 

you can use within Messenger to express 
your mood and feelings. They are better 
than simple emojis because they can 
feature your likeness. You can use them 
inside Messenger as you type.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1

WORDEO FOR MESSENGER
As you tap your words in to this 
app, it looks to match it to videos 
and music. It automatically pulls 

them from its database and the idea is to
create fun video messages. Sometimes 
images are replaced by solid colour blocks
but it does provide a lot of variety.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.0.1
 Android | OS 4.0.3 | Free | Varies

PYRO! FOR MESSENGER

 
If you’d like to produce a minimovie 
laden with special effects, then 
this is the app for you. It enables 

you to produce realistic-looking flames 
over the top of photos and videos by 
drawing a line on the screen. You can 
have explosions too. More options are 
available through an in-app purchase.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1

27

FACEBOOK HAS ALSO 
LAUNCHED A NEW APP 
FOR INSTAGRAM. FIND 

OUT MORE ON PAGE

INSTALL OR REPLY
If you like the look of an app th
used by someone, you can choo
it. The word Install appears her
a tap to set the procedure in m
already have it, just tap Reply

APP IDENTIFIER
When someone sends a mes
a third-party Messenger app
of the program is mentioned

conversation thread. Here we
GIF has been created by Giphy.

WIDE VARIETY
At launch, there 

were 40 apps with 
their functions 

varying wildly. Here 
audio is available 

after tapping Play. 
Again, this includes 

details of the provider, 
Ditty, and the chance to 

install or reply.

WRITING MESSAGE
You can continue to write s
messages as normal. Each 

apps which work with Messe
installed as a standalone off e
that Messenger does not bom

you with lots of options eve
time you use it.
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PAYPAL
PayPal enables you to
send and request cash
when needed with

simple money transfers.
iPhone+ | iOS 7.1
| Free | v5.11.3
Android | OS 2.3.3
| Free | v5.11.3

MONI – INTERNATIONAL MONEY
TRANSFER

Moni enables users to instantly send money
abroad from a mobile phone to a mobile number
or bank account.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.7.2
Android | OS 4.0 | Free | v1.5.1

Check your balance,
view transactions and
more, but only enter a

short PIN for super-fast banking.
iPhone+ | iOS 5.1
| Free | v1.4
Android | OS 2.1
| Free | v1.3.03

VENMO
Currently US only,
instantly transfer money
to friends or easily

collect cash from others.
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v6.9.0
Android | OS 4.0
| Free | v6.7.2

SQUARE CASH
Accept card payments
and use their cashtags
for easy and simple

money collection. Also US only.
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v2.5.1
Android | OS 4.0.3
| Free | v2.5.1

GOOGLE WALLET
Send money to friends
and family in Gmail, or
pay in stores or online

within the UK or US for free.
iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v9.177.8
Android | Varies
| Free | Varies

HSBC FAST BALANCE

APPS PEOPLE GEAR
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Moni was released earlier 
this year as a way to simplify 
the sending of cash to family 
and friends abroad. Created 
by former Google executive, 
Laurence Aderemi, it charges 
99p for each transaction plus 

a one per cent foreign exchange transfer fee 
which is less than through a bank or many rival 
cash-transfer fi rms.

Where did Moni’s inspiration come from?
I’m originally from Nigeria and I have lived in 
the UK for 30 years. I needed to send money 
back to Nigeria but it seemed to me that there 
weren’t many options for sending money 
through a mobile phone. Since my background 
was head of mobile at Google and because we 
are moving to a mobile-fi rst world, I decided to 
look at creating a solid system of my own.

What did you take into consideration?
The fi rst thing was the impact of smartphones 
in the developed world and how inexpensive 
they are. I saw at the recent Mobile World 
Congress that prices are now down to as 
little as $20 (£13.60). The second involved 
researching how people were using their 
mobile phones for personal fi nance. The stats 
showed that people check their mobile banking 
app three times a week and go to a retail 
branch once every three months. So I began to 
think about using the best technology possible 
to create something that is secure enough to 
use for money mobile transfer. I also looked at 
how smartphones were becoming popular in 
the developing world. I knew that I could create 
Moni and that the developing world would 
catch up eventually.

Why not just go to Western Union?
Well you typically need to fi nd a cash machine, 
withdraw money and then go to a Western 
Union. Then after queuing, you fi ll out forms, 
show your ID and get a code which you have 
to phone or SMS to the other person so they 
can pick up the cash. After downloading and 
registering with our app, you set up a secure 
pin so that if the phone is stolen people won’t

get access to your financial information. Then 
you indicate the amount and the country you 
want to send it to, fund it with your debit card 
and we take care of all of the heavy lifting.

What if people run into problems?
We have 24/7 support by email and lines are 
open 9am til 9pm. We’re regulated by the 
fi nancial authority and if there is a payment 
issue we have a 100 per cent money-back 
guarantee. We’d then follow up with the police.

Mobile payment systems are rising in 
popularity. Isn’t Apple Pay making in-roads?
The convenience mobile brings makes it 
obvious to pay for your Starbucks with your 
mobile phone. It makes it obvious to send 
money abroad with a mobile too. As for Apple 
Pay, the ability for it to sit on top of multiple 
diff erent payment instruments is not a fi rst. 
Google Wallet was doing that several years 
before but Apple has a fantastic marketing 
machinery so all of a sudden it feels brand new.

Which mobile platform is better for you?
Moni works on Android and iOS but Android 
is our lead platform because we can make 
changes so quickly. Apple has a fortnightly 
cycle of developing. When I look at our target 
market, customers are mostly on Android – it’s 
about 60-40.

Would you consider allowing transactions 
on smartwatches?
We’re looking at every platform possible. I’ve 
not had enough visibility of the Apple Watch 
to be able to consider that at this stage and 
I haven’t seen anything competing from an 
Android perspective at the moment.

05 OTHER MOBILE FINANCIAL APPS

Moni founder 
and ex-Googler 

Laurence Adermi 
is hoping to cash in 
on a growing need 
to transfer money 

abroad more simply 
and securely

MONI TALKS

“THE STATS SHOWED THAT PEOPLE CHECK THEIR MOBILE 
BANKING APP THREE TIMES A WEEK”

You can send money to 60 
countries currently



IN TOUCH
HOW TO…

TOPCASHBACK
With TopCashback you 
can earn money on 
shopping websites and 

in person at supermarkets.
 iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 

| Free | v.7.6
 Android | OS 2.3.3 

| Free | v.7.6.028

MYSUPERMARKET
This is brilliant for 
making lists. Search 
through the database 

and compare across stores.
 iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 

| Free | v.3.3
 Android | OS 4.0 

| Free | v.3.0.4

QUICK SCAN – QR
CODE READER

It doesn’t pick up all 
barcodes but when it 
works, it is a powerful 

app with a good price indication.
 iPhone+ | iOS 5.0 

| Free | v.1.1.4

APPS USED

We all know that you can fi re up a supermarket app and do your shopping from 
the comfort of your sofa rather than traipsing up and down the aisles of your 
local store. But how do you know you are getting value for money and what if you 

decide to switch your allegiance? More than that, how do you know if the food you 

have in your cupboard isn’t good for a few more days? With this selection of apps, 

your shopping days are about to get more effi  cient.

FINAL THOUGHT
The weekly shop can be a pain in terms of time and 
expense but these apps not only save money, they 
also let you compile lists easily and keeps you on 
top of items going out of date. MySupermarket lets 
you shop around and by suggesting alternatives, it 
broadens your horizons to diff erent products.

02 Upload a receipt
After you have made a purchase, you must 

take a photograph of your receipt. The app 

will need to see it in full because it requires 

the date of purchase and to see you have 

definitely bought it. When accepted, you’ll 

receive cash back.

01 Find an offer
Saving money is important when you are 

doing your grocery shopping. So before you 

go, make sure to check TopCashback to see 

a variety of in-store offers. If you buy one 

of the listed items, the app will refund a set 

amount to your account.

04 Saving centre
MySupermarket has also made a recent 

addition. It has a Saving Centre which 

lets you swap out products for cheaper 

alternatives and it lets you make changes 

to quantity. By using it, you can make your 

shopping more economically efficient.

05 Scan shopping
MySupermarket  also lets you add to your 

list by scanning a product’s barcode. It works 

in the same way as other scanning apps 

such as Quick Scan or RedLaser, letting you 

discover if you can get items elsewhere for 

less during your grocery shopping.

06 How fresh?
It is always handy to know how long you can 

keep an item for. If you are buying groceries 

to last a while, check out USDA FoodKeeper. 

It lists storage times and you can set 

reminders to ensure you eat – or replace – 

within the use-by date.

03 Make a list
Cashback apps are great for individual 

items but to save cash on an entire shop, 

a list-making app such as MySupermarket 

is perfect. Add groceries and discover the 

cheapest supermarket for your basket. It 

ensures you never forget the staples too.

9

DO A GROCERY SHOP
BUYING FOOD WITHOUT USING APPS? YOU MUST BE OFF YOUR TROLLEY
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COMPETITION

The Thumps Up Touch Mini Boombox Speaker is small but
really packs a punch, whilst its sound really makes it feel
bigger than it is. With its sleek exterior and lightweight feel,
this wireless portable speaker is easy to use and will boost
your favourite tracks volume without losing the quality. Its
3W speaker is super loud, despite the tiny size.

Available from geniegadgets.com for £21.95, simply place
your iPhone or Android smartphone into the Mini Boombox
pocket and your favourite music will be amplified instantly
with perfect clarity. It also comes with a micro USB cable so
you can plug in any compatible device. The way that your
phone slots right into the side of the speaker, not only looks

cool, it also leaves the screen exposed for you to easily
select and skip tracks.

The speaker will play for up to five hours when charged as
it’s powered by an in-built rechargeable 500mAh lithium
battery; the Mini Touch Boombox is perfect for around
the home, those who travel and those who just want to
hear music louder. It’s so light and portable you can pop it in
your bag or pocket on the go.

Thanks to our friends at geniegadgets.com, we have
three Touch Mini Boombox Speakers to give away. For your
chance to win one, head to our website and answer the
following question.

WHAT GAME DID WE REVIEW ON PAGE 24 OF THIS ISSUE?
A: Hot or Not  B. Bot or Knot  C. Cute or Not

or any agents are not eligible to enter. The editor’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be
entered into. Prizes cannot be exchanged for cash. Full terms and conditions are available upon 

request. From time to time, Imagine Publishing or its agents may send you related material or 
special off ers. If you do not want to receive this, please state it clearly on your competition entry.

WIN! THUMBS UP TOUCH 
MINI BOOMBOX SPEAKERS

ENJOY BOOMING SOUND WITH THIS PLUG-IN PORTABLE SPEAKER

ENTER TODAY AT 
WWW.KNOWYOURAPPS.COM

VISIT WWW.
GENIEGADGETS.
COM F0R MORE 

INFORMATION



KINDLE
ALTERNATIVE TO: APP STORE

As good as iBooks
is, being able to
access your novels

across multiple devices –
whether it’s an iOS or
Android, a PC or Mac or a
Kindle device – makes your
purchases far more
flexible and future-proof.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v4.8
Android | Varies
| Free | Varies

WATTPAD
ALTERNATIVE TO: MESSAGES

Wattpad links to 
Facebook so that 
you can connect 

with your friends and 
discuss the books you are 
reading. The app also lets 
you hook up with your 
favourite writers. All of the 
books offered are free too.

  iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 
| Freemium | v5.8.0

  Android | Varies 
| Freemium | Varies

BIBLIOTREK
ALTERNATIVE TO: MAPS

By choosing a 
location on a map,
you are able to 

view a whole raft of books
that are relevant to the 
area. BiblioTrek is a great 
way of finding local
authors and books of
regional interest and
discover something new
about a town or city too.

iPhone+ | iOS 5.0
| Free | v1.1

GOODREADS
ALTERNATIVE TO: NOTES

Discover what your 
friends are reading 
and write your 

own reviews and share 
them wit the community. 
The app also helps you to 
keep a log of all the books
you’ve read as well as
recommends new ones.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v3.1.5
Android | Varies
| Free | Varies

CARIBU
ALTERNATIVE TO: FACETIME

It is not always possible
to be in the same place
at the same time as your

children or grandchildren but if
you would still like to read with
them, Caribu lets you connect
via a video call to enjoy a great
kids’ book together. It’s perfect
for bedtime.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Freemium | v2.7.2

INKLING
ALTERNATIVE TO: VIDEOS

Many eBooks go far
beyond the mere
written work, giving you

access to lots of interactivity
with images, photos, audio and
video. Inkling has lots of
categories for you to explore.

iPhone+ | iOS 5.1.1
| Freemium | v3.8.9
Android | OS 4.0
| Freemium | v1.2.4

BOOK REMINDER
ALTERNATIVE TO: REMINDERS

This app is perfect if you
regularly buy books and
want to keep on top of

them. You simply add a title,
author and ISBN number and
then tick them off the list as and
when you have read them. You
can even mark your favourite
novels so that you can always
find those key literary moments.

iPhone | iOS 6.0 | Free | v2.0

BOOK CRAWLER
SCANNER
ALTERNATIVE TO: CAMERA

By scanning the
barcodes of books using
your iDevice camera,

you can add entries to Book
Crawler which catalogues the
books in your library. That way
you can effortlessly check on
your collection.

iPhone | iOS 5.1
| Free | v1.0

FLIPBOARD
ALTERNATIVE TO: SAFARI

Flipboard is brilliant for 
keeping on top of the 
subjects you enjoy. 

Search and add a variety of 
topics before browsing them in 
a slick magazine-like format. You 
can even send stories to an 
Apple Watch.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0 
| Free | v3.2.5

  Android | Varies 
| Free | Varies

AUDIOBOOKS FROM 
AUDIBLE
ALTERNATIVE TO: PODCASTS

Although you cannot buy Audible 
audio books via the iOS app, you 
can listen to those that you have 

purchased through its website. It offers 
great playback facilities.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v2.4.2
  Android | OS varies | Free | varies

IN TOUCH
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The touchscreen of a smartphone
or tablet makes it perfect 
for reading, whether you are 
commuting and on the go or you 
are curled up on your sofa at 
home. But your device can also 
help you to organise you collection, 
share your thoughts on a novel 
with others, remind you of books 
you haven’t got round to reading 
and engage with a great story 
via audio. With these apps on 
your homescreen, you are sure to 
enhance your reading pleasure.

MY HOMESCREEN

THE BOOK LOVER
TOP APPS EVERY AVID BOOKWORM SHOULD HAVE ON THEIR HOMESCREEN

“BIBLIOTREK IS A GREAT WAY OF FINDING LOCAL AUTHORS AND 
BOOKS OF REGIONAL INTEREST ”

Audible BiblioTrek Caribu Flipboard

Goodreads Inkling Reminder Kindle

Scanner Wattpad



NATIVE UNION GRIPSTER
Although the GRIPSTER may look like your standard 

iPad case with a magnetic cover, it’s around the back 

where you’ll find the real reason to buy it. Built into the 

customisable stand, which is surprisingly sturdy, there’s 

an adjustable strap for you to attach the iPad to the 

palm of your hand. This helps give you ultimate control 

over your iPad and while we were hesitant of the iPad 

wriggling free, the GRIPSTER can be adjusted to cater 

for bigger or small hand sizes.

£34.99/$39.99 | Native Union | www.nativeunion.com

GRIFFIN IDENTITY
Griffin is renowned for their high-quality phone cases 

and the trend continues with the Identity. The case 

itself is surprisingly thin, but contains little flex in its 

actual shell. Both placing the iPhone 6 in the case and 

then removing it can be a little stiff at first, but that’s to 

be expected with quality cases such as this. Built in to 

the phone case is a handy section to store various debit 

and credit cards, but once again, this adds little bulk to 

this superbly streamlined case.

£TBC/$34.99 | Griffin | www.griffintechnology.com

SAMSON METEORITE
Microphones that work with tablets are few and far 

between, so the Meteorite is a fairly niche product. To 

connect it to an iPad, you’ll need Apple’s official Camera 

Adapter, but that’s a small price to pay for a fantastic 

microphone. It’s compatible with most recording 

software and picks up sound well without too much 

background noise. Although the magnetic and metallic 

build of the Meteorite is also a plus, it can get a little hot 

with prolonged use, so it’s best used sporadically.

£39.99/$39.99 | Samson | www.samsontech.com

KITSOUND CLASH EVOLUTION
The purple exterior of the Clash Evolution certainly 

stand out from the crowd and while the stylish design 

is certainly a big plus here, the sound quality they 

produce is where the issues start to appear. Sound 

levels are generally pleasant, but the lack of real bass 

and treble can leave many songs without any real power 

to them. There’s also a slight hissing sound that appears 

when using the headphones at higher volume levels, a 

problem you shouldn’t find at this price point.

£75/$TBC | KitSound | www.kitsound.co.uk

APPS PEOPLE GEAR
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MLB.COM AT BAT
MLB.com At Bat lets you stay
bang up to date with your
favourite American sport. The

app pushes a range of subtle
notifications to your Apple Watch,
including live stats, comprehensive
updates, player details, scores from
across the league and even video
highlights. The perfect app for any
baseball fan stuck somewhere where
they can’t catch the ball game live.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

STRAVA
A fitness app that has been
embraced by cyclists all over
the world, Strava has now

added much-desired support for Apple
Watch, which includes the display of
real-time statistics like elevation gain,
average speed, distance and heart
rate during your ride or run. You get
digital trophies that will power your
motivation when you finally achieve
those personal best results you’ve
been striving for, just like you do with
Apple Watch’s built-in Workout app.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

RUNTASTIC
Runtastic does a very similar
job to Strava, giving you the
important at-a-glance

information that you need to see. All
you need is to have your iPhone
tucked away in your pocket to get
speed, duration, distance stats and
much more all on your wrist. Because
you see all the important statistics on
your wrist, there’s no need to waste
time by slowing down and viewing
them. Apple Watch makes life easy,
especially when paired with Runtastic.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

ECB CRICKET
Perhaps not an app you’d
associate with being a must-
have download on the day you

buy your first Apple Watch, but ECB
Cricket is an essential app for any
cricket lover. Timing couldn’t be better
either, with the cricket season about
to get started. Simply glance at your
Apple Watch to get live scores and
detailed scorecard information. No
more sneakily loading up a web
browser at work!

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

ESPN
This is certainly one for 
American sports fans, ESPN 
will be the go-to sports app for 

Apple Watch, providing the best way 
to stay up to date with rolling and 
breaking sports news. The ESPN app 
will send you a notification with live 
scores to the teams that matter the 
most to you. It can be very detailed 
too; just swipe left to see who’s 
batting, making rebounds and 
throwing touchdown plays.

 iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 | Free

AT-A-
GLANCE 
SPORT

iPhone+ | iOS 8.2 | £2.29/$2.99

A lot of apps in this list
use notifi cations to make
themselves useful, but 

Procreate Pocket is an app that ha
creativity at its core. Procreate tur
your Apple Watch into a remote 
tool and colour picker for painting
on your iPhone. This leaves your 
iPhone as a blank canvas, perfect 
for focusing on your work, while y
use the remote watch app to selec
your brush, eraser or eff ects.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

TWITTER

PROCREATE POCK

If there’s one app destined to be at 
home on an Apple Watch it’s 
Twitter, everyone’s favourite 
micro-blogging network. The 140 

character limit fi ts perfectly on your wrist, 
making sure your Twitter feed is delivered to 
your Apple Watch without needing to take your 
iPhone out of your pocket. You can be notifi ed 
with a tap when new tweets are posted thanks 
to the superintuitive haptic engine inside the 
Apple Watch, which is set to revolutionise how 
we receive our notifi cations. If you customise it 
properly, you’ll get diff erent notifi cation styles 
for diff erent apps. This means you’ll know what 
notifi cation is waiting for you on your Apple 
Watch without even looking at your wrist. Once 
you have received the notifi cation, you then 
get the chance to retweet or favourite directly 
from your Apple Watch. You can also quickly 
view tweets from your timeline and track 
trending topics at a glance. While you can’t type 
out a tweet (the small screen isn’t suitable), you 
can compose tweets using dictation via Apple 
Watch’s built-in microphone.

“The 140 character 
limit fi ts perfectly”

GREEN
KITCHEN

  iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 
| £3.99/$4.99

SET A 
KITCHEN TIMER
Everyone’s favourite vegetarian 
recipe will now let you set timers 

that you can see on your Apple 
Watch. No more ruined eggs!

 WATCH 25 ESSENTIAL APPS
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Of all the Apple Watch’s big 
features, health and fi tness is 
going to be a major selling point. 
When Health was introduced 

to Apple’s mobile operating system last year 
with the iOS 8 update, the Cupertino giant 
was acknowledging the importance of being 
able to record fitness data and inspire users 
to be more active. Apple Watch is only going 
to hammer home those thoughts through its 
own built-in Activity app, which sets you daily 
goals and nudges you throughout the day as 
encouragement, and Workout, which will track 
your movements in much more detail. There will 
be plenty of third-party alternatives to try too, 
and Nike+ Running is already leading the way. 
You’ll still need your iPhone in your pocket when 
you go for a run, but the Nike+ Running app 
puts your distance, duration and pace statistics 
on your Apple Watch so it’s easy to see at a 
glance. No more fumbling with sweaty hands 
for your pocketed phone. You’ll be able to see 
when friends send you a cheer over Facebook 
too, and listen to music wirelessly during your 
workout over Bluetooth headphones.

TRIPADVISOR
You’ll want to get TripAdvisor
loaded up on your Apple
Watch if you’re busy exploring

a new place. Want to find the perfect
restaurant? TripAdvisor will search
your criteria in the local area, giving
you the results on your new watch
face. TripAdvisor’s relevance goes
even further as it provides vital
information on local attractions and
tourist destinations for your little (or
big) getaway.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

CITYMAPPER
If you’re in an area supported
by Citymapper, the app will
show you the fastest route to

getting from A to B on public
transport. Citymapper doesn’t just
provide the basics either, and will
show you step-by-step visual
information to get you to your
destination. And when you get there?
Apple Watch will give you a gentle tap
to let you know you’ve arrived.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

EXPEDIA
Expedia will be on hand to
ensure that you never ever
miss a flight. The app is very

useful as it lets you check
itineraries for your upcoming trips
and get all the flight and hotel
information you need. When
you’re at the airport, you get to
see gates, terminals, times and
even which seat you’re going to
be sitting in on the plane. Then
when you arrive at the hotel,
you will receive your check-in
and out times.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

AMERICAN AIRLINES
The American Airlines app will
send you a notification when
it’s time to get going for a

flight at the airport. There’s no need to
even get your phone out of your
pocket. Leave it tucked away and your
Apple Watch will tell you everything
you need to know about your flight.
And then when you’re onboard, you
can view a map that shows the time
remaining until arrival, as well as
connection details.

iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 | Free

BRITISH AIRWAYS
British Airways is another
airline to jump onboard the
wearable bandwagon,

providing all the relevant flight
details you’d expect and adding
little goodies like the weather at
your destination. If you’re travelling
to and from Heathrow Terminal 3
and 5, you’ll get a notification
delivered to your Apple Watch if your
flight’s gate has been changed. No
more mad panics!

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

AN APPLE
WATCH
HOLIDAY

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

NIKE+ RUNNING

As you’ve probably
already guessed, all
the big name apps
are onboard from

the off with Apple Watch – and
Instagram is no different. The
photo-sharing network is ready
to showcase the best of the app
on your smartwatch, so you can
browse your feed with ease, like
your favourite photos and emoji
icons too. All your interactive
notifications will be delivered to
your wrist, all while your phone
remains in your pocket.

Shazam
is one app
that we

really think belongs
on a smartwatch.
Because it’s not
an app you spend
hours in (despite the
wealth of features
that now exist in
it) it fits the Apple
Watch ‘glance’
mantra perfectly.
Want to know
who’s singing that
song? With one tap
you can bring up
Shazam ’s watch interface, and you’ll get song,
artist and now handy lyric information in no 

time at all, and without all the feature clutter 
of its smartphone cousin. 

SHAZAMINSTAGRAM

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

NYTIMES
  iPhone+ 
| iOS 7.0 
| Free

READ 
BREAKING 

NEWS STORIES
Get the NYTimes app and see the top 
headlines and receive breaking news. 
Read by swiping through stories and 

scroll to see photos.
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RULES!

iPhone+ | iOS 7.1 | £2.29/$2.99

Rules! is one of our favourite iOS 
apps, a cute puzzle game that’s 
challenging, fast-paced and a lot of
fun. It led the way with numerous 

awards in 2014, including a prestigious App 
Store Best of 2014 prize. So when we heard 
Rules! developer TheCodingMonkeys was busy 
creating an Apple Watch version we couldn’t 
wait to try it out. Gaming isn’t necessarily a 
section of the App Store that translates well to
the watch face, but Rules! gets around that by 
providing a short, sharp daily brain workout that
you’ll keep coming back to. Naturally there’s a 
daily goal and each mind exercise is hosted by 
a cute animated character who will lead you 
through ten diff erent stages. Because of the 
small screen estate, everything is compact but 
easy to navigate. Rules! operates within the 
grid interface that is proving very popular with 
Apple Watch. When you’re done with your daily 
task you get detailed statistics on your progress
or can quickly scan your summaries. A must-
have app on iPhone and now Apple Watch.

Missing out on that eBay bargain is one of 
the most frustrating things you can 
experience when shopping online. 

Thankfully, with the online auction site’s Apple 
Watch app this frustration will hopefully be a 
thing of the past, sending you outbid notices and 
other notifi cation so that you can react 
immediately. You’re in prime position to grab that 
bargain with an Apple Watch on your wrist!

Owning an Apple 
Watch is going to be 
a brilliant journey of 
discovering exactly 

what it can do. Sky Guide is an 
app that has us in amazement 
regularly, and we expect the Apple 
Watch version to be no diff erent. 
See a calendar of upcoming 
astronomical events, like the 
moon, meteor showers, eclipses 
and much more. You’ll even get 
a notification when an event is
about to happen.

EBAYSKY GUIDE

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | £1.99/$1.99 iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

BABBEL
Your new Apple Watch is
going to have so many
uses, and education is

certain to be one of them. How
about learning a new language
all from the comfort of your
wrist? Well with Babbel that’s a
real possibility. The app will
show you a bunch of new words
in a new language that are the
most relevant to your location,
for example it may present
words relating to food when
you’re near a restaurant.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

WEIBO
As you’re aware,
Facebook is banned in
China. Weibo is the

Chinese equivalent, a massive
micro-blogging site that has
already added Apple Watch
support. As a result you can
receive all your message
notification on your wrist.
Checking your WeiboFit data,
the app’s exercise tracker, is now
even more convenient for
seeing easy statistics and simple
to understand too.

iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 | Free

HAILO
With the Hailo app
downloaded to your
Apple Watch, you can

request a taxi and even track its
progress as it approaches. The
app also lets you see driver
details when you’ve booked the
taxi and lets you adjust the tip
you pay at the end of your
journey. Hailo is currently only
available in small parts of the UK
and Ireland, Spain and
Singapore, but very useful if
you’re in those locations.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

REDFIN
Another location-
specific app (this is US-
only), Redfin will find

nearby estate agent listings
when you’re out and about. It’s
just perfect for those who are
on the look out for somewhere
new to live or even those a bit
nosey. On your Apple Watch
you’ll view photos of the homes
that are on show, a map of their
location, prices, number of
bedrooms, floor space and days
on the market.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free

BMW I REMOTE
This is a seriously cool 
app for anyone who 
owns an electric BMW i. 

Users will be able to check on 
the charge status of their 
automobile and even receive a 
notification when the car has 
been fully charged. You can view 
all the information that you 
would expect, as well as being 
able to remotely adjust the 
inside temperature from your 
watch before you have even 
entered it!

 iPhone+ | iOS 7.1 | Free

BEST OF THE REST

“Rules! provides a short, sharp 
daily brain workout that you’ll 
keep coming back to”
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ON-DEMAND
APPS

ENJOY FILMS, TV AND MUSIC INSTANTLY 
WITH THESE MUST-HAVE APPS
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DEEZER
Like Spotify, Deezer is a
music streaming app 
that offers a number of

free and paid features. Deezer’s
main draw is that it has self-
styled “smart algorithms”, which
work by combining expert 
knowledge from the firm’s 
Deezer Editors with user data to
create highly tailored 
recommendations to help you 
broaden your musical horizons.
It’s bio-electrical jazz, man. 

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium
  Android | Varies | Freemium

ALL 4
Channel 4’s officia’ on-
demand app, All 4 gives
fans a huge 30-day 

catch-up window to make sure 
they don’t miss out on their 
favourite shows. On top of that,
the service also grants you 
access to tons of box sets of 
Channel 4 shows. Like Peep 
Show, Misfits, and The 
Inbetweeners? Great, because 
they’re all here for you to watch
any time you want them. 

  iPad+ | iOS 7.1 | Free
  Android | OS 4.0 | Free

RDIO
As a beautifully 
minimalist streamer, 
Rdio is another music 

service hot on the heels of 
Spotify. Featuring a huge array
of curated radio stations and a 
library containing over 32 million
tracks, Rdio isn’t shying away 
from the challenge of becoming
the world’s number one music 
provider. Take it for a whirl and 
see what you think and how it 
compares to the others.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium
  Android | Varies | Freemium

SKY GO
Sky Go is the titular TV
provider’s award-
winning video streaming

service, giving Sky customers 
the ability to download and 
watch their favourite shows, 
movies, and sports wherever 
they might be. Understandably,
this app won’t be for everyone,
but if you’re already a Sky 
customer, signed up to the 
service, then it’s something of a
no-brainer download. 

  iPad+ | iOS 6.0 | Free
  Android | OS 4.0 | Free

NAPSTER
Napster, a name with
criminal connotations, is
a changed app thanks to

the good folks over at Rhapsody.
No longer dedicated to a life of
crime, Napster’s music
streaming service enables
paying customers play an
unfathomable amount of music
on their mobile devices, and
with 25 million new tracks
added every day, there’s a lot to
get through.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free
 Android | OS 4.0 | Free

Another one of Sky’s video
streaming ventures, Now TV’s
main aim is to target those
unwilling to surrender their

bank balance to Sky by offering “instant
entertainment without a contract”.
Essentially a trimmed-down, pay-as-
you-go version of Sky’s Sport, Movies,
and Entertainment packages, Now TV
is a decent option for those looking for
something less permanent

iPad+ | iOS 6.0 | Free
Android | OS 4.0 | Free

After thriving in a digital era that
saw the likes of Blockbuster finally
bite the dust, Netflix has mastered
the art of providing affordable,

compelling video content. So, if you’re one of
the millions of Netflix subscribers out there,
download this app to start enjoying your
favourite TV shows, Emmy award-winning
Netflix original series, and movies on your
phone or tablet.

NETFLIX

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free
Android | Varies | Free

One of the first on-demand
streaming services to land in
the UK, the BBC iPlayer is the
Beeb’s answer to catch-up.

Giving British denizens the chance to revisit
all of their favourite shows, yes, including
Doctor Who, without having to worry about
encountering any pesky adverts. Looks like
that TV licence was good for something after
all. Who’d have known?

BBC iPLAYER

iPad+ | iOS 5.1 | Free
Android | OS 2.3 | Free

NOW TV

Some of the 
latest and 
greatest are 
on Now TV

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Android | Varies | Freemium

SPOTIFY
Music streaming outfi t Spotify is...
well, you know what it is. It’s the 
biggest service of its kind on the 
planet, and it’s been on top for so 

long because of a few simple reasons. Spotify 
grants users access to a vast, ever-expanding 
library of tracks that can be listened to on Mac, 
PC, and now, iPad, iPhone and Android free of 
charge. Users who don’t want to pay can still 
play with a truckload of features, including 
playlists, radio, discover and free of charge, 
with the trade-off  of having to listen to adverts 
in-between tracks. Not bad, right?

If, however, you’re a premium user, you’ll also 
be able to use Spotify ’s essential app to sync 
playlists for offl  ine consumption, meaning you 
can listen to as much music as your device can 
handle without having to rely on Wi-Fi – or your 
data provider, for that matter. It’s an invaluable 
feature, and, if you’re anything like me, one 
that’ll eventually mean Spotify usurps iTunes 
as your dedicated music provider. If you’re 
someone who lives and breathes music, Spotify 
is the app for you.

AMAZON INSTANT
With Amazon’s official video on-
demand app, the retail giant’s Prime 
customers can binge on thousands of

movies and TV series, including any one of 
Amazon’s award-winning originals, at no additional
cost. As if that wasn’t enough, subscribers can also
watch any video that they’ve rented or purchased using 
Amazon’s Instant Video rental service.

  iPad+ | iOS 5.0 | Free
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10 
TRAVEL 

COMPANIONS
GET READY TO TAKE ON THE WORLD 
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FOODSPOTTING
You’ve made it. You
caught your flight with
hours to spare,
checked into your

hotel, and unpacked your
preposterously full suitcases.
That’s enough stress and
you’re hungry. So it’s
time for some grub, but
where do you go?
Thanks to
Foodspotting, which 
compiles reviews, 
photos, and the 
recommendations of 
other foodspotters, 
you’ll fi nd the 
answer sitting in 
your pocket.

  iPhone | iOS 7.0 | Free
Android | Varies | Free

XE CURRENCY
With over 20 million 
downloads under its 
belt, it’d be fair to say XE

Currency is a pretty popular app.
Giving users the ability to 
convert every world currency 
using the latest conversion 
rates, XE Currency is an 
invaluable tool for those looking
to plan a holiday, budget on the
fly, convert for business 
purposes or simply wise up on 
the latest trends.

  iPad+ | iOS 6.0 | Free
  Android | Varies | Free

MIFLIGHT
Meandering through 
security checkpoints is 
easily one of the worst 

points of flying, with long 
queues and even longer, snail-
paced waiting times making 
what should be a very simple 
task unnecessarily stressful for
travellers. By using social 
sharing MiFlight, however, you 
can find out how congested 
your checkpoint is before you 
even enter the line. Remember,
knowledge is power.

 iPhone | iOS 6.0 | Freemium

TRIPADVISOR
If you’re not the sort 
that likes to stockpile 
apps, you might want to

download TripAdvisor. This 
multipurpose app lets you view
millions of traveller reviews, 
photos, and maps to make 
planning your perfect trip a 
doddle. What’s more, you can 
book flights and hotels, and 
even make restaurant 
reservations from within the 
app itself. It’s that easy.

 iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free
  Android | Varies | Free

SKYSCANNER
You know where you’re
going, you’ve found the
perfect hotel, but you

still need to figure out how to
actually get there. That’s where
SkyScanner comes in. A fan 
favourite of explorers around
the world, SkyScanner lets you
compare millions of flights in 
mere seconds, giving you more
time to spend on planning, and
more cash to spend when you’re
actually away. 

 iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium
  Android | OS 2.3 | Freemium

BOOKING.COM
Whether you’re looking
for a cheap hostel, a
luxury hotel room, or a

romantic Mediterranean villa,
Booking.com ensures you’ll get
exactly what you want by
putting over 600,000 properties
in the palm of your hand. The
app offers a plethora of search
options, price comparisons, and
user reviews to help you find
the perfect hideaway for that
beach holiday or city break.

iPad+| iOS 7.0 | Free
Android | Varies | Free

We know that most of you
have already sold your soul
to Instagram, but, believe it
or not, there are still those

of notifying us that a friend has only just
joined our ranks. With that in mind, any
stragglers about to go on holiday should
download this app right now. After all,
Instagram is the best way to take and
share perfect holiday photos on the go. No
excuses, go and grab it.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free
Android | Varies | Free

Okay, you all know what Skype
is, but why is it on our list of
travel apps? The answer is
simple: whether you’re on a one-

week vacation or a six-month backpacking
expedition, Skype will help you keep in touch
with the ones you love. As long as you can
find a Wi-Fi hotspot, you’ll be able to chat with
friends, family and even pets for free. This one
really is essential.

SKYPE

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Android | Varies | Freemium

Love it or hate it, social media
has changed the way we live and
the way we travel, with sharing
every

second of your
holiday apparently
now just as important
as actually getting
on the plane. So, if
you’re a sharing-
addict looking for a
new way to tell your
story, be sure to
check out Hyperlapse:
a polished time lapse
app that comes
from the brains
behind Instagram.

HYPERLAPSE

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0 |
Free

“As long as you can fi nd a Wi-Fi hotspot, you’ll 
be able to chat to friends… for free ”

INSTAGRAM

Take the 
perfect 
holiday snaps 
to use for a 
future #tbt

iPhone+ | iOS 4.3 | Free
Android | Varies | Free

GOOGLE EARTH
On lists like these, the obvious 
choices are sometimes overlooked. 
If, however, you neglect to use 
Google Earth when you’re planning 

a holiday, or when you’re there in the fl esh for 
that matter, then you’re a fool. A brave fool, but 
a fool nonetheless. 

See, unless you fancy yourself as the next 
Christopher Columbus, Google Earth will ensure 
that you’re never without a pocket-sized tour 
guide, there to help you in you accidentally, 
or perhaps deliberately, wander off  the 
beaten path. You can regularly use Earth on 
your travels to plan days out over breakfast, 
eliminating the possibility that you’re going to 
get lost. This means that you can set off  safe 
in the knowledge that your day won’t descend 
into a nightmarish game of ‘fi nd your way back 
to the hotel before midnight’. 

Okay, maybe we’re exaggerating a tad, but 
Google Earth is a must-have for anyone serious 
about exploring their holiday destination. You 
can’t put a price on peace of mind, and with a 
charged phone and a stable data connection, 
the world really is your oyster.
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EVENTBRITE
With a clean interface, 
good database of 
events, and the ability to 

ok tickets right from within 
e app, EventBrite is one of the 
st out there when it comes to 
al events. You can tailor the 
p to suit your interests too, 

arts, movies, business, 
ence, health and travel are
t a few of the options.

EventBrite’s 
experience clearly 
shows through.

Phone | iOS 7.0 
Free | v3.9.9

Android | Varies 
Free | Varies

WINGIT
Wingit is designed so
you don’t actually ha
to ‘wing it’ on a nigh

t. Instead, you can focus o
e hippest events in your
ighbourhood, from club ni
art shows. The app featu
me helpful social features
en private messaging so y
n arrange to make trips
gether with friends.
uld use some extra polis
t Wingit can still be a ve
lpful event finder.

Phone+ | iOS 6.0
Free | v4.2

Android | OS 4.0
Free | v1.3

YPLAN
If you live in one of the
areas YPlan covers then
it’s a great way to find

t about local events and book
em from your phone. The
erface is particularly
teworthy, one of the slickest
d most appealing we’ve seen
an app of this type. You can
k up discounts on events too
d get recommendations.

Plan shows a lot of promise,
en if coverage is limited at
e moment.

Phone+ | iOS 7.0
Free | v5.4.1
ndroid | OS 4.1
Free | v5.0.3

LINE-UP
A lot of local event apps
deal mainly with the US,
but Line-Up is a

refreshingly Brit-focused option.
You can discover the best
shows, exhibitions, gigs and
more happening in your
neighbourhood or anywhere on
the map, though there’s no
integrated booking feature. We
also liked the fact you’re not
pressured into creating a user
account straight away.
A comprehensive database of
varied events and particularly
suitable for those in the UK.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.1
| Free | v3.0.3

VAMOS
With its handy Facebook
integration, VAMOS lets
you look for nearby

events, see what your friends
are going to, and follow local
venues too. It has a broad
selection of events (covering
multiple categories) to choose
from, and the coverage is a lot
b h her similar apps.

Boasts a striking
design, and really
useful Facebook
integration.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| Free | v3.1.3

  Android | OS 4.0 
| Free | Varies

DISCOVER 
LOCAL EVENTS

FIND OUT WHAT’S HAPPENING IN YOUR AREA AND BOOK TICKETS
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Above Animated
characters also appear
in very short films

Left You can swipe left
or right to watch the
previous or next video

PROS/CONS
Very easy to use, 
perfect for its 
target audience
Videos are the best 
of the best having 
been selected by the 
Vine team
No option to like or 
save videos to view 
them again later
Can’t search for 
similar videos

Busy parents now have another tool to add to 
their child-distraction arsenal. Vine Kids is a 
very easy to use, slimmed-down version of Vine 
that presents videosfull of colourful monsters 

for children aged fi ve and under. If ever you wanted a 
child-friendly video collection of puppies running head-fi rst 
into the camera or an animated penguin then this is the 
app for that. There are no nasties, no adult or unsuitable 
jokes, nothing scary that accidentally pops up to scare your 
children as the videos are all vetted by human moderators 
to be featured in Vine Kids. 

The interface is very simple and only requires a left 
or right swipe to scroll through videos - that’s it, that’s 
literally all you need to do in the entire app. The videos 
automatically play and replay, just like on Vine, for endless 
loops of the funniest or cutest footage. There aren’t any 
words, confusing buttons or even a menu, just video after 
video. It means that you can trust the little ones to not mess 
around with any in-app features whilst using Vine Kids. 
Poking the monsters that present the videos make them 
shake and pull a face too, adding another engaging element. 

Vine Kids may seem too simple at times however, and if 
a parent wants to like or save a video for use at a later time, 
there is no capacity to do so. Similarly, if they know their 
child adores cats, there is no function to search for them – 
looking for videos of more of the same is impossible and you 
just have to go by what Vine Kids has picked and displayed 
for you there and then.

Nevertheless, there’s nothing complicated about Vine 
Kids, which is refreshing in today’s app market. And just 
because it’s called Vine Kids doesn’t mean that we didn’t
enjoy the video of a chameleon making fart noises ourselves.

CHILDREN OF THE RE-VINE-LUTION
VINE KIDS

Left  Watch cute 
animals rush around 
over and over again

reasure trove of videos, lovingly 
ndpicked by the Vine editorial team 
emselves. It’s fun and uncomplicated.

“The videos are 
all preselected 
and handpicked”

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1.0
http://bit.ly/vineforkidsios

ALTERNATIVELY
Here are fi ve

more apps to keep
the under-fi ves

entertained

01 SAGO MINI
MUSIC BOX

Play songs with
Jack the rabbit
and his pet pals

by tapping anywhere 
on the screen for all 
kinds of pop-up 
animations and songs 
like Twinkle Twinkle 
Little Star.

  iPhone+ | iOS 5.0 
| £2.29/$2.99 | v1.5

02 WHAT’S THE TIME
MR FOX

This shared 
experience 
teaches time 

with Mr Fox. Play with
him as he goes about 
his daily activities in 
colourful illustrations.

 iPhone+ | iOS 5.0 
| £2.29/$2.99 | v1.3

  Android | OS 2.3 
| £1.60/$2.03 | v1.6

03 WUBBZY LOVES YOU
It’s Friendship 
Day and Wubbzy
wants to spend

it by giving cards to all
of his favourite furry 
friends, telling stories to
one another and playing
educational games!

  iPhone+ | iOS 4.3 
| £2.29/$2.99 | v1.1

  Android | OS 2.2 
| £1.99/$2.99 | v1.1

04 MY CAT PIP
Play jigsaws 
with the 
mischievous, 

little cat Pip in space, in
the park or in the circus
and collect stickers! 
The puzzles can be 
played in different 
difficulty modes for all
kinds of age ranges.

 iPad | iOS 4.3 
| £2.29/$2.99| v1.0

05 EVEN MONSTERS
ARE SHY

Gurk, the 
monster isn’t as 
scary as he 

looks. Help him gain 
some more confidence 
in this interactive 
storyteller, complete 
with original music and 
voice acting.

  iPad | iOS 5.1 
| £1.49/$1.99| v1.1
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Cute Or Not is perfect if you’re after a quick 
fi x of ‘aww’-inducing photos, but not an 
awful lot besides.

iPhone | iOS 8.0 | Free | v1.1.0
http://bit.ly/cuteornotios

CUTE OR NOT
BuzzFeed’s fi rst spin-off  app is a 
distillation of what many would 
say that the viral news site does 
best – that is, adorable pictures 

of animals. Simple in concept and slick in 
execution, Cute Or Not is an image-sharing 
app enabling people to post pictures of their 
cats, dogs, bunnies, and birds for the world to 
see… and judge. The app presents you with 
an endless stream of animal photos, and you 
can either swipe right to deem them Cute, or 
consign them to the Not Cute pile with a swipe 
to the left.

It’s essentially Tinder for pets, but without 
the chat aspect (for obvious reasons). Other 
than cooing and swiping one way or the other, 
however, your options are fairly limited. Cute 
Or Not lets you take photos or upload them 
directly from your camera roll, and you can 
track how many ‘cutes’ your pictures have 
accumulated so far, but that’s about it. 

A Trending tab shows you the most popular 
pets of the moment at a glance, but there is no 
additional info aside from a name caption to go 
along with each image, and there are no filter

options when swiping, either. It’s not a major 
issue, but sometimes we’re in the mood for 
puppies, and sometimes we’re in the mood for 
kittens, and it would be nice to be able specify 
which we get to see rather than just lumping 
them all together.

SWIPE THROUGH CORGIS, 
KITTENS AND COCKATOOS

Left The 
Trending 
tab ranks 
the most 
popular 
animals

Turns out there is no shortage of cute pet 
photos on the internet. Who knew?

Plotagon is a great concept on paper, but 
its videos lack personality and it’s missing 
an active community.

iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 | Freemium | v1.0.3
http://bit.ly/plotagonios

PLOTAGON
Remember Bitstrips – those 
custom cartoons that were 
everywhere on your Facebook 
news feed a couple of years ago? 

Plotagon is an app that aims to revive that 
concept, and take it further.

Plotagon enables users to animate their 
own cartoons, or ‘plots’, complete with action, 
music and dialogue. You can make your own 
characters, based on friends or celebrities, 
using the simple creation system, and the app 
gives you a good number of free locations in 
which to set your stories. 

The scripting system is quick and clear-cut, 
too, all of which is to say that there’s nothing 
really wrong with the creative side of Plotagon. 
Its tools are robust, and there’s a good amount 
of variety even before you start looking 
into in-app purchases for additional outfi ts, 
locations and sound eff ects. Unfortunately, it’s 
the end product that is underwhelming. The 
robotic voiceovers and stilted action just aren’t 
engaging, and searching the app’s community 
reveals little in the way of inspiring plots.

Plotagon’s mission – to make creating 
animation simple and accessible to all – is an 
admirable one, and in many ways it’s successful. 
But a well-built app doesn’t always guarantee 
great content, and that’s where it suff ers.

CREATE YOUR OWN ANIMATED 
CARTOON IN A MATTER OF MINUTES

Above There are a decent number 
of customisation options available
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RTÉ PLAYER 
INTERNATIONAL

A reliable subscription-based 
TV player which caters for a 
fairly niche market. 

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v1.0 
Android | OS 4.0 
| Freemium | v1.0.38

RTÉ Player 
International off ers a 
selection of streamed 
Irish TV programmes 

which give anyone the chance to 
discover what the fair isle off ers in 
terms of visual entertainment. It 
will of course be of most interest 
to those who already know the 
programmes that are available to 
be watched in question, but if you 
are unsure then the trial will give 
you the opportunity to see if a 
subscription is worth it for you.

MEERKAT - TWEET
LIVE VIDEO

erkat is already 
 to be the next 
thing.

iPad+ | iOS 8.0 | Free | v1.2

Meerkat has already 
achieved a lot of 
success in a very short
time and the reasons 

make perfect sense when you 
think about how it works. You can 
start streaming a video from your 
phone and the app will then post a
link in a new tweet so that others 
can watch you in real-time. All of 
the administration is done over on
Twitter and there are virtually no 
barriers to using and setting it up 
straightaway. The most obvious 
apps are the ones that always 
succeed and this is a good example
of just that

NAT GEO VIEW

As expected, the content here 
is stunning, but it would be nice
to see more.

iPhone | iOS 8.0 | Free | v1.0

We really cannot 
complain about 
the content in Nat 
Geo View which is 

professional, educational and 
often exhilarating. Each day you 
can come back to see new photos 
and videos, and it will quickly 
become an app you will want to 
check to make sure you are not 
missing anything. As a free app, it 
is very impressive, but it would be 
nice to see more content available
as in-app purchases or for free 
because it really does make you 
crave for more content.

TUNEPICS

An unusual and innovate way 
to share music, photos and 
emotions together.

iPhone | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.2.2 

Tunepics lets you 
share music that you 
are enjoying alongside 
photos, emotions and 

even weather eff ects to off er an 
insight into how the tune makes 
you feel. It sounds too basic to 
work when compared to social 
networks that let you share 
everything, but it really does 
work. The lack of options focuses 
the mind on what you can share 
and the end results are strangely 
emotional. It also feels as good to 
see the music selections of others 
as it does to post your own.

MOONBEEPS: 
HIDE & SEEK

Colourful, charming and fun, 
but it needs more to keep a 
child’s attention.

iPad+ | iOS 6.0 
| £2.29/£2.99 | v1.0.1

Hide and seek is a 
classic children’s 
game and we really 
do like how this app 

recreates the experience so 
accurately. It takes some time to 
find all of the characters and along 
the way you have to search for 
specifi c objects, but we also feel 
that it can get quite repetitive and 
that some children may soon stop 
playing due to this. If it had more 
variety, it would succeed because 
the graphics and sound elements 
really are quite brilliant. An update 
for Moonbeeps is needed.

MIDNIGHT RISES 
(GRAPHIC NOVEL)

A beautifully presented graphic 
novel that puts you in control of 
the story.

iPad+ | iOS 6.0 
| Freemium | v1.853

The presentation 
of Midnight Rises is 
sublime and it takes 
full advantage of 

the mobile screen to create an 
immersive and accurate story. As 
you progress, you get to make 
decisions and ultimately take full 
control of the story as it unwinds. 
You will need to pay for extra 
chapters, but from what we have 
experienced it seems that this 
is likely because it is intriguing 
in so many ways and somewhat 
addictive in its approach. It’s a 
novel you can read and play.

GET NEWS 
UPDATES

01 FLIPBOARD: YOUR
SOCIAL NEWS MAGAZINE

Flipboard brings the latest news 
and articles to you through a 
sublime interface which is 

perfect for phones and tablets. Simply 
choose your sources and catch up 
whenever you like.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v3.2.5 
  Android | Varies | Free | Varies

02 BUZZFEED
You can catch up on thousands 
of news items in BuzzFeed and 
also select topics, but you will 

need to set it up carefully to attain the 
benefits of the service.

 iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v4.3 
  Android | Varies | Free | Varies

03 THE GUARDIAN
The sheer quality of The 
Guardian responsive app 
interface is complemented by 

the coverage and variety of topics 
covered. For up-to-date worldwide 
news, this is a superb option.

 iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v3.2.1 
  Android | Varies 
| Freemium | Varies

04 REEDER 2
RSS readers are common, but 
few are as beautifully designed 
as Reeder 2. It helps you wade 

through thousands of articles in 
minutes so that you never miss 
anything important.

 iPad+ | iOS 6.1 | £3.99/$4.99 | v2.6

05 YAHOO NEWS DIGEST
Yahoo presents news items to 
you each day in a visually 
enticing manner. Read them all 

and then wait for the next selection to 
appear. It just works.

 iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.6.1 
  Android | OS 4.0 | Free | v1.1.5
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MASTER YOUR MAC
THE BEST APPS FOR LINKING YOUR MOBILE AND DESKTOP WORLDS

KNOCK
Being able to unlock 
your Mac with just the 
presence of your phone 

sounds too good to be true, but 
Knock makes it a reality — two 
taps on your iPhone is enough 
to grant you access to your 
computer, and thanks to low 
energy Bluetooth it’s not much 
of a battery drain either on your
device. If you ever lose your 
phone, you can still use a 
password to access it. 
A great idea and executed 
smoothly — one day this will 
be the norm.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| £2.99/$3.99

TODAYREMOTE
Apple has its own app 
for remote controlling 
iTunes of course, but 

TodayRemote works with 
Spotify, Rdio, Vox, VLC and 
Beamer as well (the free version
is iTunes-only so you can try it 
out). That gives you a wealth of 
music apps to pick from, and you
can control them all from a 
simple widget that will appear in
the Notification Center on your 
iOS device.
Simple but painless music 
control, with support for the 
best desktop programs.

  iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 
| Freemium

BTT REMOTE
If you have 
BetterTouchTool 
installed on your Mac 

(it’s free) then BTT Remote 
gives you access to your 
computer from your iPhone or 
iPad: you can remote control 
media players, simulate trackpad
actions, work your way through 
menus, and more besides. It’s 
almost as good as using the 
actual mouse, keyboard and 
trackpad to control your Mac.
If you need to get around your
Mac from iOS, BTT Remote is 
one of the best.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| £1.49/$1.99

TEAMVIEWER
You may want to go the 
whole hog and choose 
to control your Mac 

desktop remotely from your 
phone or tablet, and of the 
many tools that can do this, 
TeamViewer is one of the best 
and free for personal use. 
Logging in only requires an ID 
code and a PIN, and then you 
can move around your desktop 
remotely as if you were sat right
in front of it.
One of the leading lights in 
remote desktopping, and it’s 
free to use.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free
  Android | Varies | Free

ALFRED REMOTE
Alfred acts like a digital 
butler on your Mac 
computer, letting you 

launch applications or find files 
more intuitively than the built-in 
operating system lets you. It’s 
very customisable, so you can 
set it up just how you need it. 
Alfred Remote enables you to 
control Alfred from your 
smartphone: you can launch 
apps, sites, files and more.
Together with the desktop 

app, this can make 
a real difference to 
your Mac.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.1 
| £3.99/$4.99
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Above You can resize each part of th
layout by pulling on the blue handles

ping the segments around 
a simple drag and drop 

Layout from Instagram is the latest collage-
making addition to the Instagram collection 
of apps. Layout doesn’t require an Instagram 
account to work either. A simple download 

and you are all set to start making collages from existing 
photos, by taking selfi es there and then with the option of 
a burst shot of up to four photos, or by using a mix of the 
two options. The clever thing about using existing photos 
in Layout is its face-detecting feature, which automatically 
categorises images that it thinks has a face in it into a 
separate tab for convenience.

Once you’ve chosen the photos for the collage, ten 
diff erent layouts will be presented. Select the desired 
layout and you will then be able to drag photos to swap 
their position in the layout, mirror them, fl ip them, and 
 – our favourite – change the size of each canvas segment,
providing a new level of abstract creativity or even funny
combinations. You can then share the l
Facebook or via the native iOS share o

want to post the collage to other social media then the 
process can be a bit cumbersome. You’d assume that as its 
name suggests affi  liation with Instagram that you’d be able 
to change the collage’s colour fi lters too. But this can only be 
done as a whole in its parent app, and not individually. 

It would also have been helpful if Layout could take 
photos inside of the app using the main camera, and not 
just the front camera. Sometimes selfi es might not suit the 
collage we want to make.

But, Layout from Instagram has evolved collage making 
and the ability to resize each layout segment leads the 
way for endless imagination. Future updates to the app will 
surely make it shine.

PROS/CONS
Easy to use and very 
intuitive
Ability to resize each 
part of the layout is 
ingenious
Lacks sharing and 
editing options 
beyond the basics
Unable to take non-
selfie photos in the 
app itself

A WAY OUT OF BORING, BOG-STANDARD SELFIES WITH LAYOUT
LAYOUT FROM INSTAGRAM

A fun collage maker which can provide some really 
creative and humourous results but will defi nitely 
benefit from more options.

01 Pick a picture
Choose one pretty,

existing image that you
want as the basis of
your background.

02 Four by four
In the layout

options, select the photo
and choose the four by
four square option.

03 Keep the size
Don’t change the

position of the photos or
the width of the square
for true symmetry.

04 Flip it, bop it
Mirror the top-left

square, mirror flip the
bottom left, flip the
bottom right and save.

05 Save and use
In Photos, select 

the image, tap the 
bottom-left icon and set 
it as your background

HOW TO…
Make 

your own 
symmetrical 
background 

with only 
one photo

iPhone | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.0.1 
http://bit.ly/layoutinstagramios
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Above You can see at a
glance how generally fit
(or otherwise) you are
each day

Left All of your medical
records can be on hand for
instant viewing

PROS/CONS
You can usually get 
hold of a doctor 
within 10 minutes
Consultations are 
friendly and can be 
done with the doctor 
by phone or video
The service is not 
free and Babylon 
needs to make this 
more clear
The app could do 
with the option of 
passcode protection

In the UK, the NHS is always on the agenda, 
usually due to grumbles that it can take two 
weeks to see a GP. The Babylon app hopes 
to ease the situation by providing a private 

healthcare solution which cuts waiting times and puts a 
doctor in your pocket, ready to be called upon 12 hours a 
day, six days a week.

Developer Babylon Health may not mention it on the App 
Store page but, fi rst month aside, the service costs £4.99 
per month or £29 a pop on a pay-as-you-go account. For 
that, you gain access to many GMC-registered, fully qualifi ed 
doctors who can advise on a wide range of conditions from 
rashes to diabetes. The doctors can sign prescriptions (and 
repeats) and have them delivered to a nearby chemist.

Booking an appointment is simple and very eff ective. 
Once you have registered your mobile number, you tap the 
Book a Consultation button and decide whether you want 
a GP or specialist. You then arrange to speak to a doctor at 
a certain time by phone or video and potentially add notes, 
or take a photo of a specifi c complaint. The consultation 
worked in the same way as in real life, asking questions in 
the hope of reaching diagnosis and treatment.

Clinical records are also available and the Records 
function of the app lets you include GP details, medications 
and allergies. If you are on iOS, you can hook into Apple’s 
Health app to monitor your general wellbeing daily. You 
can also use wearables and track diet and exercise. We 
particularly liked the free Ask a Question option which 
enables you to ask general healthcare questions and receive 
a qualified answer within a few working hours.

CONSULT DOCTORS - EVEN GET A REPEAT PRESCRIPTION
BABYLON

Left When you need 
a consultation, you 
only have to tap a 
few basic options

bylon gives users a glimpse into the 
ure of healthcare - but it will cost you  

find out.

“Booking an 
appointment 
is simple and 

very eff ective ”

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v1.8.2
http://bit.ly/babylonios 
Android | OS 4.2 | Freemium| v1.8.2
http://bit.ly/babylonand 

ALTERNATIVELY
Other great health

apps to consider

01 WEBMD – TRUSTED
HEALTH AND WELLNESS
INFORMATION

If you are 
simply after 
well-written 

information about a 
range of illnesses, head
to this respected app.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v5.7

  Android | OS 2.3
| Free | v4.0.1

02 INSTANT HEART RATE
By placing your
finger over the
flash of your 

phone, this app can 
work out your heart 
rate very accurately.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| £1.49/$1.99 
| v4.7.0

  Android | OS 4.0
| £1.24/$1.99 
| v2.6.1

03 DOCTOR ON DEMAND:
LIVE MD & THERAPY

This US-based
appointment 
service is 

similar to Babylon and 
using it will set you 
back $40 per session 
for medical advice.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Freemium | v3.3.1

  Android | OS 4.0.3
| Freemium | v3.3.1

04 NHS HEALTH AND
SYMPTOM CHECKER

Far too often, 
this app will tell
people to go to

A & E at a hospital or 
call the UK’s healthline
111 rather than trying
to actually diagnose.

  iPhone+ | iOS 4.3
| Free | v2.0.7

  Android | OS 2.0.9
| Free | v1.5

05 HEALTH
It’s Apple’s 
built-in app but 
so many people 

will have overlooked it. 
With cross-app data 
use, all your health 
information is viewable 
on one screen so it’s 
well worth taking the 
time to get acquainted.

  iPhone | iOS 8.0
| Free 
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DARKROOM – PHOTO EDITOR
One of the latest additions to an
increasingly saturated selection of
third-party photo editors for iOS is
Darkroom from Norwegian start-

up Bergen Co. While many photo apps choose 
to set themselves apart with more and more 
diff erent and often obtuse options, settings 
and editing options, Darkroom looks in the 
other direction toward simplicity.

Darkroom has an exceedingly simple 
interface. Everything is focused on clarity 
and low-impact UI. There is no need to import 
photos, as you can edit them straight from 
Photos, and the sliders are simple, easy to 
navigate and intuitive, where a clever double 
tab on the label resets the slider to default.

There is the now-necessary sharing facility,
and that is simple to use as well, and comes 
with a selection of fi lters, but it’s there you’ll 
fi nd the app’s best feature. If you stumble onto
a good setting you will want to repeat, save it 
as a preset, and name it something snazzy.

However, it does suff er somewhat from 
its lack of unique features, and the curves 
tool – which works well enough – is blocked
behind a pay wall. The editing setting

SLICK, SIMPLE PHOTO EDITOR

It’s light, easy to use and clean, but isn’t
unique enough to stand out in the long
term against competitors.

iPhone | iOS 8 0 | Freemium | v1 2

Above The interface is fi ttingly simple and 
free of clutter as well

usician Guitar is a thorough 
d entertaining guitar-

ching app.

iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 | Freemium | v1.0.1
http://bit.ly/yousicianios

YOUSICIAN GUITAR
If you ever wanted to be the 
person who can rock up with their 
guitar at a party and become the 
centre of attention by getting 

everyone to wail along to your fl awless 
rendition of ‘Hotel California’ or every U2 song 
ever, now may be the best time yet.

As if to prove there is an app for everything, 
you can fi nd music lesson apps for pretty much 
any instrument, and if you look hard enough, 
you might just fi nd a good one too.

Enter Yousician Guitar. It’s an integrated 
package, comprising a tuner, newbie lessons, 

demonstration videos, skill tests 
and a fast-growing library of songs.

This free-to-download 
virtual teacher is exceedingly 
easy to navigate, and we were 
led intuitively through the fi rst 
steps of learning. The tuner is 
an excellent tool on its own, and 
makes sure you start off  on the 
right note. We were then taken 
through the fi rst basic steps, 
with videos on handling, fi nger 
placements and the such, before 
the really fun bit starts. A Rock 
Band-style play-along interface is genuinely
entertaining, while little cues actually provide a 
lesson at the same time. 

The inclusion of progress points and social 
media interaction in Yousician enhances the 
feeling of this as a game, adding yet another 
level of addiction potential.

YOUR OWN PRIVATE GUITAR TUTOR

Above The playing along interface makes the 
learning process into a game

Above Intuitive controls make easy to edit 
images using touchscreen gestures

Left While 
it has all 
the usual 
editing 
tools, Dark 
Room 
off ers few 
unique 
features

few compared to some other free editors, and 
it doesn’t make up for those shortcomings 
anywhere else.
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Sure, it will make you smile at times with 
all of its various insults, but is that worth

CARROT WEATHER 
CARROT is a running joke; a series 
of apps putting a diff erent spin 
on age-old concepts ranging from 
fi tness to task lists. Each of them 

are voiced by a sarcastic-sounding woman who 
insists on calling you “meatbag”. But while this 
is fun and jovial and many fi nd it hilarious, there 
is no getting away from the fact that the joke, 
for anyone who has used any of the other 
CARROT apps, is becoming rather thin by now.

The forced, unsophisticated nature of 
the humour jars against the app’s beautiful 
presentation, animations and incredible ease of 
use. But it’s not a deal-breaker because when 
you put that aside, you are still left with a great 
weather app; one that has reports packed 
with all kinds of information including visibility, 
humidity, wind speed and snowfall, and some 
nice little quirks.

It’s great to see the backgrounds changing 
according to the forecasted weather and we
like that it lets you view reports over
a day, breaking them down by the hou
wish. Each of the reports is uncannily
and they cover most towns and cities

the world. There are also nice surprises which 
you can unlock (and which we won’t spoil). And 
yet there is still that nagging doubt. Certainly, 
as a paid-for app CARROT Weather doesn’t 
ultimately do anything that can’t be gained 
from a free weather app. 

IT’S A WEATHER APP THAT’S 
NOT AFRAID TO INSULT YOU

Left This 
pull-up 
screen 
delivers lots 
of detailed 
weather 
information

Above CARROT Weather has gorgeous 
aesthetic, but it’s ultimately all about the quips

Above There are few brushes but the colour 
palette makes sketching eff ortless

If you have a Jot Touch stylus then it will 
prove to be a perfect and very eff ective 
accompaniment for Forge.

iPad+ | iOS 8.0 | Freemium | v1.16.0
http://bit.ly/forgeadonitios

FORGE BY ADONIT
Forge is the debut app by stylus-
maker Adonit and it has been 
made with its own products – 
notably the Jot Touch – in mind. 

It lets users sketch their ideas fresh on to a 
virtual pad while allowing for the importing of 
images from Dropbox and Photos, and it aims to 
keep things as simple as possible through each 
and every step.

Key to the app are layers. You get fi ve in 
the free version and an unlimited number via 
an in-app purchase. The result is that you can 
implement changes without fear of making 

a mess, freeing up the creative 
workfl ow. You can also get on 
with a task without distraction 
since Forge gives just six brushes: 
pencil, paintbrush, market, pen, 
airbrush and eraser. Colour and 
gradient can be controlled but this 
approach concentrates the mind. 
With Forge, you avoid becoming 
bogged down with making 
choices. You simply select an 
appropriate tool and get on with a task.

For the most part it works very well. Sure, 
a Jot Touch is needed to make the most of the 
app (it provides pressure sensitivity, shortcuts 
and palm rejection) but you can get away 
without it. If nothing else, the way images 
are saved makes it a winner: by placing them 
together on a Project Wall, they can be sorted 
into stacks and put side by side for comparison. 
It’s great for seeing an idea evolve.

SKETCH IDEAS AND COMPARE IMAGES SIDE BY SIDE

Above The free version gives you a maximum 
of five layers with more for a one-off  fee
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ARTSTACK – 
DISCOVER ART

An easy way to discover new 
art and share your fi ndings with
like-minded people.

iPad+ | iOS 7.1 | Free | v0.7
Android | Varies | Free | Varies

Art is very often 
extremely divisive 
and few will share 
the opinions and like 

all of the same creations, but 
this app off ers a way to discover 
hundreds of new works in a 
simplistic interface. You can then 
share your fi ndings in a couple of 
taps and at no point are there any
needless barriers put in the way 
of your enjoyment of some truly 
great artistic ventures. Sometimes
an app just needs to be able to do 
one thing well and this one has 
succeeded admirably.

VURB – FIND, 
PLAN, AND DO

A useful app for fi nding nearby 
events and places, but it is 
somewhat unreliable.

iPhone | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.0.1

We love the idea of 
Vurb  - Find, Plan And
Do, which is to help 
you immediately fi nd 

local establishments, movies and 
other things of interest. This, as 
our group test on page 22 shows, 
is not a new concept, but the fact 
that it can also link you to more 
detailed information related to the
results is, and when it works, it is 
extremely useful. Unfortunately 
it can be unreliable at times, 
particularly when it comes to 
logging in, so some fi xes are 
required to make it live up to its 
enticing promise. 

PARKOPEDIA 
PARKING

This app will be the perfect 
solution for those of you who 
need to park often.

iPad+ | iOS 7.1 
| Freemium | v2.0.6
Android | Varies 
| Freemium | Varies

Parking in a busy 
town is never easy 
and fi nding car parks 
with decent rates can 

be like looking for a needle in a 
haystack. Parkopedia Parking will 
help you out by showing accurate 
directions, the rates for each car 
park and every other piece of 
parking information that you may 
need. The only feature missing 
here is the ability to pay within 
the app, but this may appear in a 
future update.

GROKKER YOGA, 
FITNESS, AND 
COOKING VIDEOS

uge variety of 
ness videos keep 
u fi t and in shape.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.3

The promise of fi tness
videos to suit every 
need is common in 
mobile apps and some

disappoint, but here we have 
an off ering which delivers. The 
interface is very professional and 
the clean presentation of each 
video is even better. It covers 
yoga, general fi tness and cooking 
in equal measure and once you 
start there is more than enough 
motivation to keep you trying to 
get fi tter every single day, which 
could potentially change your life.

HERE

A fully featured navigation app 
which will off er the features 
most people need.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.0.59
Android | OS 4.1 | Free | v1.1

For features alone 
it is hard to knock 
HERE because 
it off ers quality 

offl  ine navigation, maps for over 
100 countries, real-time traffi  c 
information, public transport data 
and a clever route planner – all for 
free. When compared to expensive 
alternatives it really does off er a 
lot, and on the whole we found 
the system to work effi  ciently. If 
the routes could be slightly more 
intelligent it would easily get a 
maximum review score.

LOOKSEE

An interesting premise, but one 
which lacks focus and which can 
become expensive.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v1.6.2

Looksee is designed 
to let you view a 
selection of stunning 
photography from 

professional photographers and 
others who have found fame. The 
idea is good and the interface is 
professional, but it doesn’t take 
long to realise that costs will be 
incurred to view the content. This 
would not normally be a problem, 
but the packs do not really contain 
enough media to make continual 
purchases worthwhile which is a 
real downside.

TRACK YOUR 
FOOTSTEPS

01 PEDOMETER++
This is the simplest and most 
accurate step counter we have 
seen to date. It merely tracks 

steps, lets you set a goal and then 
exports the results. It’s brilliant.

  iPhone+ | iOS 8.0
| Freemium | v2.1.2 

02 RUNKEEPER
RunKeeper tracks much more 
than just your steps. From 
running to bike rides, with audio 

updates and smartwatch support along 
the way, the feature set is impressive 
and complete.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0
| Freemium | v5.4.1

  Android | Varies 
| Freemium | Varies

03 MOVES
Moves tracks your daily activity 
in a highly visual way which 
becomes more informative the 

more you use the app. For a free 
solution, it covers all of the bases.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v2.6.6 
  Android | OS 4.0 | Free | v1.5.9

04 NIKE+ MOVE
Nike+ Move takes your 
movements and converts them 
into ‘fuel’ which is aimed at 

calculating your exact effort 
throughout each day. It can be complex 
to understand, but it works.

  iPhone | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1.2

05 WALKMETER GPS
PEDOMETER

If you want to analyse your 
steps and other physical 
activities  in detail, you should 

try this. The feature set is huge though, 
so isn’t ideal for beginners.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v10.3.8
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Above Spaces can be packed 
with information, ranging from 
contacts to PDFs and interaction 
with others

Below By pinching out on the 
screen, you can see the full extent 
of your large useable space

Letf As well as making it easy to 
link well-known email providers, 
you can manually add your own

01 Create space:
Create a Blank

Space from the main
menu page or open one
of the built-in templates.

02 New content:
Tap the + in the

top right-hand corner
and an Add box appears
for creating tasks.

03 Existing stuff:
If you tap an

option in Existing Stuff,
you can link external
services like Gmail.

04 Drag items:
Linked accounts

show in the right menu.
Drag items to your space
or to a clipboard.

05 Keep adding:
There are loads

of media types to draw
upon including videos,
web pages and photos.

HOW TO…
Create and add

to your own
Infolio space

Infolio bills itself as an intelligent information 
workspace. It is primarily aimed at sales 
professionals, off ering a new way to bring 
everything needed for a single project or client 

into one place. It lets users create large and specifi c project 
screens on to which all manner of notes, task lists, contacts, 
emails, photos and editable documents can be thrown. Most 
importantly, these can be drawn from existing accounts 
with other services.

The app lets you add document services such as 
Dropbox, OneDrive and Google Drive, and email providers 
from Yahoo to Outlook to Gmail. You can pool people info 
from your iPad, Facebook and Google Contacts and you can 
draw upon Evernote and your tablet’s Reminders. Images 
can be pulled in from Photos or Instagram (although sadly 
not Flickr). Videos can be inserted too.

By dragging such info to the main screen, you get a good, 
overall visual feel for a project. Emails about a project can be
placed alongside important LinkedIn contacts and these can
sit with related articles discovered on the web via the app’s 
built-in web browser. Newly created notes, tasks, labels and
images can then be inserted and each box can be moved 
to enable better organisation. If you create more than one 
Space, you can link any that are related. You can also draw 
directly to the screen, producing annotations and the like.

It is all quite ingenious and we had no problems 
understanding how it worked. We could quickly see the 
potential for its target audience of sales professionals who 
need speedy access to emails and contacts but it is also 
useful for anyone involved in research from students to 
journalists, especially given its collaboration and share tools. 
More than anything, Infolio eliminates the need to jump 
from one app to another in order to make sense of multiple
data streams while providing manual manipulation.

PROS/CONS
Linking services to 
Infolio is very easy
Infolio can run online 
or offline
Some linked services 
to platforms like 
Flickr would be nice
The Space is big, but 
it can still feel a bit 
cluttered

MAKE DYNAMIC, INFORMATIVE PROJECT SPACES 
INFOLIO

mprehensive and slick, Infolio is a 
autiful way to combine all kinds of digital 
ntent in one place.

iPad | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1.9
http://bit.ly/infolioios 
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th all of the legwork taken out 
creating essay citations, more 
e can be freed for research.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v3.7
http://bit.ly/Refmeios 
Android | OS 4.0 | Free | v3.1.9
http://bit.ly/refmeand

REFME
One of the most laborious aspects
of working on an academic essay
is producing a solid reference list
or bibliography. It is all too easy

to miss a book or journal, and trying to strictly
stick to the expected referencing style can be a

hen all you want to do is get on with the
y

referencing a 
ask by not only letting 

put key information 
e’s author, editor, title, 

ublisher and so on but 
s to the camera so that 

ply generate a reference 
k or journal’s barcode.

gh there seems to be an 
hen searching for newer 

s, there’s no doubting that 
Me is a powerful, clean and 

uitive app. With more than 7,000 
ferencing styles and the ability to 

earch for specifi c articles, books 
and even websites, you’re able to 
select the specifi c location of a 
citation and – thanks to an update 

– add notes to the references.
What makes the app especially 

seful is that all of this information can 

be exported via email or Evernote. By syncing 
the notes to ReadMe.com, they can even be 
exported to Microsoft Word or EndNote. There’s 
no better autocitation tool.

QUICK CAMERA-ENABLED
RAPHY CITATIONS

Left It is
possible 
to have 
multiple 
projects 
within the 
app for all 
of your 
various 
essays

1WRITER
Although 1Writer - Note taking,
writing app can be used as a basic 
text editor, its ability to work with 
Markdown – a markup language 

that enables plain text to be converted to 
HTML – elevates this note-taking tool to a 
greater height. For while you can use it to 
simply produce lists or to jot down ideas, being 
able to insert images, weblinks and all manner 
of headings, formatting and styles makes it a 
very fl exible package.
A Preview button in the right-hand corner 
enables results to be seen instantly and it is 
also possible for advanced users to make use 
of JavaScript. But even casting such features 
aside, 1Writer remains a powerful off ering that
you’ll pick up in no time. You can create multiple
notes within folders and you can sync with 
Dropbox folders and documents. Text can be 
sent to 1Writer from other apps and text can be 
exported to Evernote too.

By swiping right you are able to call up 
1Writer’s own in-app browser so that research 
and cutting and pasting (in Markdown syntax) 

can be performed without leaving the app.
And if you are worried about prying eyes, you 
can set a passcode to keep your notes safe. 
From notifi cation widgets to bookmarks this 
complex, yet approachable, app is more than 
worth the one-off  outlay cost.

THE iPHONE’S MOST FEATURE-
LADEN TEXT EDITOR

am-packed Markdown-
abled writing app that looks 
d feels fantastic.

iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 | £2.29/$2.99 | v2.0
     http://bit.ly/1writerios

Above 1Writer performs as a great text editor 
that can also make use of Markdown syntax
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GOOGLE 
CALENDAR

The new version of Google 
Calendar is great, but it will not
suit everyone.

iPhone | iOS 7.0 
| Free | v1.0.2
Android | Varies 
| Free | Varies

Google has taken 
a very diff erent 
approach to calendar 
management with 

its latest app, and on the whole 
it is a very positive experience. 
Some events are populated 
with related imagery and others 
can also be colour coded for 
easier organisation, but we do 
feel that an option for a visually 
cleaner calendar may benefi t 
those who may prefer the simple 
organisational look.

MAIL PILOT 2

e simplicity of iOS 
il combined with 

eful features.

iPad+ | iOS 8.0 
| £7.99/$9.99 | v2.2

Email is still a chore 
for many people 
because organising 
a huge amount of 

communication is never easy, 
particularly on a mobile device. 
Mail Pilot 2 somehow keeps the 
obvious minimalism of the default 
iOS email app and adds some 
subtle features which make the 
experience a whole lot easier. 
Also, the ability to set reminders 
for messages is extremely useful 
as are the numerous gestures to 
make organisation child’s play. 

SIGNEASY

Throw away the paper and sign 
digital documents with this 
extremely clever app.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v5.5.1
Android | OS 4.0 
| Freemium | v3.4.3

In this digital age, 
there is nothing more 
annoying than having 
to deal with paper 

documents, especially those that 
require signatures. With this app, 
however, you can dispense with 
all of the hassle and quickly insert 
your signature into any document 
with the ability to add printed text 
as well to aid completion. It does 
what it needs to very well and is a 
huge time saver.

TETHER

Unlock your Mac with just your 
iPhone. You do not need to do 
anything physical.

iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 | Free | v1.1

Tether gets around 
the hassle of having 
to unlock your Mac 
with a password every

time you want to use it by using 
your iPhone as a digital key. Even 
better, all you need to do is have 
your iPhone with you and the Mac 
will unlock, so there is no need to 
actually do anything else to stay 
secure and minimise the unlocking
time. It has proved to be reliable 
so far and is one of those apps 
that you will fi nd very hard to live 
without once you start using it 
every day.

REVOLUT

A brilliant idea, but housed 
in a mobile app which can be 
confusing at times.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v1.1.0

How can you not 
like the idea of a 
service which aims 
to remove all of the 

fees you pay when making and 
receiving payments? Revolut is 
designed to do just this and once 
you have managed to sign up 
for the service, which can take 
a while, you are free to use it as 
you require. Multiple currencies 
are supported as is the ability to 
share money with friends. Once 
we worked out how it worked, we 
could see the benefi ts. This service 
may potentially be a success.

MAGICPLAN

An impressive app for creating 
accurate indoor maps, but it can 
get expensive.

iPhone | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v4.4.1
Android | OS 4.0 
| Freemium | v4.3

There is no doubting 
the ingenuity that 
has gone in to 
making MagicPlan 

because you are able to create 
very accurate indoor maps using 
just your mobile camera. The 
instructions are good and the 
results can be remarkable, but if 
you want to enjoy the full features 
you will have to pay. It is still, 
however, extremely clever.

SEND AN EMAIL 

01 GMAIL
For many people Gmail is email 
and the official app takes 
advantage of all of the main 

features. It is close to perfect.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.1
| Free | v4.0

  Android | Varies
| Free | Varies 

02 MAILBOX
If you take some time to 
understand how Mailbox works, 
you will be rewarded with a 

minimalist and efficient experience.

  iPad+ | iOS 8.0
| Free | v2.4.1

  Android | OS 4.0.3
| Free | v2.0.1

03 CLOUDMAGIC EMAIL
With support for multiple email 
services and the ability to bring  
accounts together, this is ideal 

for anyone with many email accounts.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0
| Freemium | v6.3.16

  Android | OS 4.0
| Freemium | v6.3.7

04 MICROSOFT OUTLOOK
The official Outlook app works 
with Gmail, iCloud and Yahoo 
Mail, and is capable of 

simplifying the most complicated 
inboxes. The design is very intuitive.

  iPhone+ | iOS 8.0
| Free | v1.1.4

  Android | OS 4.0
| Free | v1.1.8

05 MYMAIL
This app supports many 
services and presents your 
emails in a professional way, but 

at times it can be slightly tardy in 
fetching new emails.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v3.2

  Android | Varies
| Free | Varies
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60 SECONDS OF FUN
NEED A BURST OF QUICK-FIX GAMING ACTION? WE CAN HELP

UTRAFLOW
It’s not often that you 
come across a game that
feels fresh and unique, 

but ULTRAFLOW manages this 
pretty well. Each self-contained 
level tasks you with bouncing a 
circle off various walls to reach 
your target. It’s not the most 
in-depth game that you’ll ever 
play but it’s perfect for those 
times when you want to simply 
kill a few spare minutes and dive
in for a quick spin.
One of the most diverting and 
challenging puzzle games 
we’ve come across lately.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free
  Android | OS 4.0 | Free

SNOW ROLL
Snow Roll has 
everything you’d want 
from a game that you 

can dip in and out of: game 
mechanics that are simple to 
grasp but difficult to master, 
constantly changing levels, and 
a quick turnaround time. You will
be able to pick the game up in 
seconds but getting past your 
high score will prove harder and 
harder as you make your way 
through to the later levels.
Entertaining little scroller of a 
game that gives your tapping 
skills a serious workout.

  iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 
| Freemium

BLOKSHOT
REVOLUTION

There’s a sci-fi feel to 
proceedings this time as
you attempt to catapult 

blasts of energy at blocks falling
down from the top of the 
screen. After just a few goes 
you’ll get the hang of the 
controls, and as you become 
more adept at smashing your 
way along, various bonuses and 
power-ups appear.
A well-crafted and carefully 
designed game that you can 
jump into whenever you want.

  iPhone+ | iOS 5.1.1 
| Freemium

MR JUMP
Mr Jump doesn’t have 
particularly brilliant 
graphics or an intriguing 

backstory, but it is simple, 
smooth and a lot of fun to play. 
It’s an endless runner where 
your task is to run and jump your
way as far as you can. It’s like 
Flappy Bird, but more enjoyable,
and you’ll find yourself 
frequently pressing the restart 
button over and over again for 
just one more go.
Basic but never boring, a 
perfect game for spending a 
few spare minutes.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium

CROSSY ROAD
Crossy Road is 
permanently in the App 
Store charts, and you 

can quickly see why once you’ve 
installed it — the action is fast, 
fun and addictive. It’s also split 
up into manageable chunks, so 
you can quickly waste one or 
two minutes at a time trying to 
help the chicken across the road. 
Both gorgeous and great fun, 

one of the best 
games to come 
out of the last six 
months.

  iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | 
Freemium

  Android | OS 2.3 | Freemium
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Above Some clues are more 
important than others

Below Each episode features 
several diff erent scenes to tackle

Left Spotting hidden objects 
quickly is the aim of the game

Agent Alice is a missing object game with a 
detective agency twist, so you probably already 
know whether or not you’re going to like it 
— you progress by spotting objects within a 

scene, talking with other characters and working through 
simple puzzles that it presents to you. It’s an undemanding 
but entertaining way of passing the time if these kind of 
games appeal to you as a player.

One feature that’s worth noting is the way that objects 
and scenes change each time as you try and build up 
enough points to progress: that means it takes much longer 
to memorise every single scene and keeps the experience 
more interesting than it might otherwise have been.

Of the cases we played through, the plots are largely 
uninspiring and the dialogue interactions largely scripted; 
on the plus side, the graphics are very well done and one 
of the game’s strong points. It’s not in the same league as 
something like The Wolf Among Us but then again perhaps 
you don’t want to immerse yourself in a gritty modern 
fairytale world.

There isn’t much deducting to do, and by and large the 
plotlines just sweep you along with them. It’s the spotting 
objects puzzle part of the game that’s the core of the 
experience, and the faster you are the more points that you
will earn — the app hits a nice balance in terms of diffi  culty 

when it comes to fi nding objects, and you get a limited 
number of hints to call upon. 

The pace is rapid rather than leisurely, so think furiously 
tapping before the clock runs down, rather than casually 
casting your eyes over a scene as you sip and enjoy a hot 
drink. As is the norm now, it’s a freemium game, with in-
app purchases letting you hurry the action along, though 
we didn’t fi nd not paying too restrictive – by replaying a 
few levels and taking a couple of breaks we were able to
progress pretty smoothly.

PROS/CONS
Excellent graphics 
throughout with a 
fine level of detail
Not paying doesn’t 
ruin the gameplay 
experience
Trying to find objects 
can become frenetic 
rather than fun
Plots and dialogue 
don’t provide much 
user interaction

SPOT THE OBJECTS, SOLVE THE CRIME
AGENT ALICE

A solid, if not, stunning entry in the crowded hidden 
object game market.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v1.0.44 
http://bit.ly/agentaliceios
Android | OS 4.0.3 | Freemium | Varies
http://bit.ly/agentaliceand

ALTERNATIVELY
Five other

highly rated
hidden object
games to try

01 HAUNTED MANOR:
QUEEN OF DEATH

It’s an older 
game 
compared to 

the others, but it’s still
worth a look because 
of its impressive 
visuals, spooky 
atmosphere and the 
in-game puzzle quality.

  iPad | iOS 4.2
| Freemium | v1.0.1

02 MYSTERY MANOR:
HIDDEN AVENTURE

Adventure is an
intriguing 
proposition. 

The game claims “you 
will never finish” it and
fully lives up to its title.

  iPad | iOS 6.0
| Freemium 
| v2.21.0

  Android | Varies
| Freemium | v2.3

03 THE SECRET SOCIETY
— HIDDEN MYSTERY

One of the best
examples of the
genre we’ve 

seen with top-notch 
story, gameplay, visuals
and pretty much every
other part of the game.

  iPad+ | iOS 6.0
| Freemium | v1.13

  Android | OS 4.0
| Freemium | v1.12

04 MIRRORS OF ALBION
You’ll see 
straight away 
that the 

graphics are very well 
done, but there’s also a
depth and nuance to 
the stories behind 
them that helps.

  iPad+ | iOS 6.0
| Freemium | v2.6

  Android | OS 2.3.3
| Freemium | v2.6.4

05 WALLY & FRIENDS
Instead of 
hidden objects, 
try hidden 

people — and perhaps 
the most famous 
hidden person in the 
world — in this neat 
official game.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0
| Freemium | v3.4.9

  Android | OS 4.0
| Freemium | v3.4.9
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01 Choose buildings
Your city needs a

variety of services, and
you’ll need to be clever
about placing them.

02 Balance check
Hang on

though — you need a
few thousand more
Simoelons to do that.

03 Tax the people
Taxes bring in

some cash, but you need
to wait several days to
fund a new building.

04 Do some deals
You can sell

resources to others, but
it won’t make your city
rich any time soon.

05 Make goods
The most useful

materials take a long
time to arrive, unless you
pay extra money.

SHOWCASE
How running

a virtual
SimCity works

Above This patch of land is yours to do with 
as you wish

SimCity is one of those game franchises
that needs no introduction: the city-building 
simulator has been engrossing users for more 
than a quarter of a century now, and SimCity 

BuildIt is the latest mobile incarnation. Your job as mayor is 
to create a happy, well-resourced and prosperous town.

The basic building blocks of the game — putting down 
roads, manufacturing materials, building houses — are all 
well handled. And the game looks really great too, so you’ll 
spend a lot of your time zooming around for the view.

The biggest disappointment is how much waiting around
and churning through tasks you need to do to make any
money. Sitting around twiddling your thumbs while funds
trickle into the city’s coffers can feel very frustrating —
especially when you urgently need a fire station. You either
need to take long breaks while your funds are built up or pay
real money to accelerate the process.

It’s not necessarily a bad thing that the game mechanics
should encourage patience and caution, but the balance

feels slightly off . Even the smallest parks or utility stations 
cost huge amounts of in-game cash — you need several 
days’ worth of taxes just to aff ord one building, and that’s if 
you don’t splash any money on upgrades and maintenance.

You can spend large chunks of time harvesting materials 
and churning through repetitive money-making cycles 
rather than enjoying the fun side of the game: planning and 
growing your city. If you can get past that, there’s a decent 
game lurking underneath.

If the money fl owed a little more quickly, buildings were 
slightly less expensive, or even if there was more to do 
while waiting, SimCity BuildIt would be a better proposition.

PROS/CONS
The game’s interface 
and visuals are very 
well done
Attention to detail 
is impressive 
throughout
Without paying for 
in-app purchases, the 
game moves slowly
Not enough city 
building and planning 
elements

CAN EA’S NEW TITLE RECAPTURE THE CLASSIC SIMCITY FEEL?
SIMCITY BUILDIT

Great visuals and interface but the gameplay 
mechanics can be frustrating.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v1.2.27 
http://bit.ly/simcitybuilditios
Android | OS 2.3.3 | Freemium | v1.2.27.23689
http://bit.ly/simcitybuilditand

Below More 
buildings are 

unlocked as you 
progress through 

the game

“Sitting around… while funds trickle into 
the city’s coff ers can feel very frustrating”
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STORMBLADES
Stormblades is Infinity Blade-lite – 
it’s Infinity Blade aimed at casual 
players, though, not seasoned 
(virtual) combat veterans like its 

forebear. There’s no metagame here, there’s 
no exploration, there’s no deeper mechanic 
that made Infi nity Blade great; Stormblades is 
a much more arcade-y aff air, a straightforward 
game that looks great but lacks depth.

Imagine if you took all the one-on-one 
combat mechanics of the Infi nity Blade games 
and chopped them into an endless runner, 
and you’ll have a pretty accurate idea of what 
Stormblades is trying to achieve. Swiping in any
direction will attack once an enemy leaps out 
at you, but you can’t combo, so you’re basically 
just looking to parry your enemies attacks
when they telegraph that they’re abo

swing for you. The combat system isn’t even
‘rock-paper-scissors’, it’s one-dimensional and
can get repetitive quite quickly.

For a free-to-start game, the economy
is surprisingly fair – it doesn’t require you to
spend money to advance, and most paid items
simply overpower you. For a proper arcade
swipe-combat game, you can do a lot worse
than Stormblades and it looks fantastic to boot.

HACK’N’SLASH IN STYLE
Stormblades feels a bit like Infinity Blade-
lite, but free and with a well-balanced and
reasonable in-game economy.

iPhone+ | iOS 8.0 | Freemium | v1.0.2
http://bit.ly/stormbladesios
Android | OS 4 0 | Freemium | v1 0 9

Left You’ll have to learn the enemies’ 
animations quickly

Below The end of the level provides a good 
look at the detailed protagonist’s character

Above The level design is impressive… but 
there’s not really a lot going on in them

More of an experiment in interactive 
soundtracks than a game in its own right. 
Interesting concept but ultimately bland.

iPhone+ | iOS 5.0 | £2.29/$2.99 | v1.2.7
http://bit.ly/pocoecoios
Android | OS 2.3 | £1.60/$1.99 | v1.4.0
http://bit.ly/pocoecoand

ADVENTURES OF PO
Looking good isn’t always enough 
to save a game from mediocrity. 
Adventures Of Poco Eco gives 
you incredibly little to do – you’ve 

simply got to wander around, tapping on 
anything and everything in the hopes it will 
progress you through the games senseless 
story. Each level is a tiny puzzle in and of itself, 
but without any of the creative problem-
solving that makes other mobile puzzlers great. 
Poco Eco is simply trial-and-error, with very 
little telegraphing and signposting as to what 
you should actually do.

It sounds good, at least – the 
game has a catered soundtrack 
that’s layered onto every 
interactive object. The organic 
soundtrack is nice (if you’re into 
electronica) and gives the game a 
chilled-out, relaxed vibe, but that’s 
not enough to gel together the 
loose mechanics that makes up the 
game. As an important note, this 
game becomes pointless unless 
you’re playing it with the sound on. 

You’ll probably spend around 
three hours in Poco Eco if you play 
it through to the end. If you dislike electronica
music, this will be three hours of tedious hell, 
but if you’re a fan of ‘chillstep’ soundscapes and 
making rhythms with taps and swipes, then 
you’ll enjoy the game more than we did. 

NOT REALLY MUSIC TO OUR EARS…

Above The visual theme of the game 
revolves around old analogue music devices
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RAD BOARDING
Ice meets fire in this snowboarding
endless runner — you need to pick
up enough speed and throw in 
enough tricks to stay ahead of the 

slowly moving river of lava that’s heading your 
way. It’s a bright, humorous, irreverent kind of 
game with plenty of attitude.

The mechanics of the app are 
straightforward and will be familiar to anyone

who’s played this type of endless runner 
before. The trouble for RAD Boarding is that 
the likes of Ski Safari and the recent Alto’s 
Adventure look and feel superior to this 
off ering. At times the game doesn’t seem to 
know what exactly its tone or identity is.

Still, it’s fun to play, even if it’s frustrating 
that you can’t do anything to speed up unless
you’re already going down. The way y

extra powers and extra tricks is handled nicely,
and unlike many games you can make steady
progress without paying for in-app purchases.

The adverts are perhaps the worst aspect
of the game. A trailer for something or other
usually pops up every couple of levels and it can
be annoying to keep skipping them. We’d rather
pay an up-front price.

Not the most spectacular or smooth game
of its type then, but it gets points for trying
something out of the ordinary in terms of style.

SLIDE, FLIP AND BATTLE WITH THIS ENDLESS RUNNER

It’s by no means the best snowboarding
endless runner around, but it does have its
plus points.

iPad+ | iOS 70 | Freemium | v1 1 1

Left It doesn’t take long to pick up some speed 
in RAD Boarding

Below You can progress fairly quickly without 
making in-app payments

Above Training sessions and supplies must 
also be managed

Looks good, plays well and manages to 
stay interesting as you progress with its 
increasingly diffi  cult levels.

iPad+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v3.2
www.bit.ly/worldzombinationios

WORLD ZOMBINATIO
The acronyms in World 
Zombination: a Zombie TD RTS 
MMO ’s title stand for Tower 
Defence, Real-Time Strategy and 

Massive Multiplayer Online, which — together 
with “Zombination” — gives you a good idea of 
what to expect from this game. Your aim is to 
coordinate or defend against wave after wave 
of cartoon zombies as they try to take over 
civilisation (aren’t they always?).

Challenges get progressively harder and 
you can choose from one of 50 single-player 
missions or get online to take on other players. 

Working through the tutorials isn’t 
too taxing and you’ll soon get the 
hang of placing your little zombies 
or humans on the map where 
they can be most eff ective (each 
character has a diff erent set of 
strengths and abilities).

Alongside the action you have to 
manage your resources and train 
up your squad (or monsters). The 
graphics are a defi nite plus point, 
providing a rich and detailed world 
to move around in based on grids 
of roads and buildings. As usual, 
in-app purchases let you get your team better
equipped more quickly.

The action is pretty frenetic and fun as you 
try and move your tiny characters around, 
reinforcing weak areas and capitalising on 
breakthroughs. It can get repetitive, but there’s 
enough variety to keep you coming back.

FIGHT OR DIE - AND THEN FIGHT SOME!

Above Decide where to place your players for 
maximum eff ect
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DIG A WAY

A fun and enchanting gaming 
experience which works well 
over periods of time.

iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 
| Freemium | v1.005

Most puzzle games 
either take place on 
a board or involve 
navigating through 

obstacles, but this one lives 
underground. You have to dig 
your way through the courses 
and collect valuable objects while 
avoiding others, but there is a 
genuine sense of a long adventure 
while you play. It is fun to look at 
and to listen to, and ultimately it is 
an extremely clever game which 
has been designed very well to 
work on mobile formats.

SPRING NINJA

An annoying and immensely 
frustrating game which will 
keep you coming back.

iPhone+ | iOS 6.0 
| Freemium | v1.2
Android | OS 2.3 
| Freemium | v1.0.1

If you thought Flappy
Bird was a frustrating
experience, try 
playing Spring Ninja. 

Not only do you have to traverse 
a selection of diffi  cult obstacles 
which are likely to have you falling 
to your doom very often, but you 
have to also be extremely precise 
in how your jump. It takes time, 
patience and lots of concentration,
but you just may grow to really 
enjoy this game.

MR JUMP

Simple, addictive and not as 
frustrating as it looks at fi rst. A
great game.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v1.0.3

Mr Jump takes all of 
the goodness from 
popular simple games,
which are designed to

frustrate, and makes everything 
feel more fulfi lling. The control 
mechanism is extremely easy and 
all you need to do is jump between
platforms and avoid the spikes – 
that alone is enough to keep you 
playing because there is more than
enough variety in the levels. It is 
colourful, quick to pick up and will 
drag you back time and time again.

WALLY & FRIENDS

The content and playability are 
great, but the adverts are far 
too intrusive.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| Freemium | v3.4.4
Android | OS 4.0 
| Freemium | v3.4.5

There is in doubt 
that the quality of 
the visuals and the 
way this game drags 

you in work extremely well. You 
will fi nd yourself spending a long 
time searching for cleverly hidden 
objects which can suck time like 
nothing else, but sadly it is far too 
aggressive with adverts which 
often pop up at the wrong time 
and ruin the fl ow.

PLANET QUEST

ce you get your 
ming right, you’ll 

y this forever.

iPad+ | iOS 8.0 
| Freemium | v1.21

Everything from 
the cartoon-style 
graphics to the control 
mechanism in Planet 

Quest is designed to make the 
experience feel as natural as 
possible. You have to time your 
shots from a spaceship to the 
objects on each planet just right, 
while avoiding subjects that will 
lower your score. It’s a hard game 
to explain in words, but it has 
something special which makes it 
hugely addictive in many ways.

STAR DRIFT

tunning homage
retro games with
mething new.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 
| £0.79/$0.99 | v1.0.4

Retro games tend to 
work well on phones 
and tablets, but in 
Star Drift we have 

a game which brings many new 
aspects to the genre. It feels like 
a carefully created combination 
of many classic titles and involves 
having to control your ship within 
the complexities of gravity while 
shooting enemies and trying to get 
a better score. Every part works 
well and we found ourselves 
frequently wanting one more go.

EXPLORE SPACE

01 INTERSTELLAR
With Interstellar you can create 
your own solar system and 
explore the creations of others. 

The detail is immense and it really does 
feel like travelling through space.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0
| Free | v1.2.3

  Android | OS 4.0
| Free | v1.2.3

02 GENE EFFECT
In this side-scrolling adventure 
you have to navigate through 
an alien planet which offers up 

all kinds of enemies and puzzles to beat. 
It feels like a real console game.

  iPhone+ | iOS 4.0
| £2.99/$3.99 | v1.3.4 

  Android | OS 2.3.3
| £3.47/$5.81 | Varies

03 SPACE AGE: A
COSMIC ADVENTURE

If you like retro games and the 
feeling of having to explore a 
vast, uninhabited planet then 

this will be the game for you. It is funny, 
clever and devilishly addictive.

  iPad+ | iOS 6.0
| £2.99/$3.99 | v1.1.2 

04 STAR TREK™
TREXELS

When it comes to exploring 
space this game will feel familiar 
because here you can build you 

ship, choose your crew and enjoy the 
authentic Star Trek experience.

  iPad+ | iOS 6.0
| Freemium | v1.5.4

05 SPACE MINER:
PLATINUM EDITION

This game consists of exploring 
space and mining valuable 
commodities while doing so. It 

takes forever to play and gradually gets 
more difficult as you progress. It is 
highly addictive.

  iPad+ | iOS 7.0
| £2.99/$3.99 | v1.5.1
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AUTOMATICALLY CAPTURE SONGS
WITH SHAZAM

Shazam kickstarted a wave of music discovery apps across both iOS and 
Android and while many have come and gone, Shazam has remained the 
pinnacle choice in its fi eld for several years now. Even with its paid-for 
sister app Shazam Encore being one of the top paid apps on both iTunes 
and Google Play. 

While the software has helped millions of people fi gure out the song 
they’re listening to, but can’t quite name the song title or the artist, it 
has been useless without actually having your phone in your hand and 
holding it relatively close to the source of the sound, until now. In a 
recent update, Shazam now caters for people who’d rather have the app 
do the work for them, without the need for them to carry their phone 
around with them and start a manual capture. Instead, the user’s phone 
can remain in the pocket and the app will automatically track every song 
that’s played and dig into its database to fi nd the appropriate listing. 

All the discovered songs are stored within the app and the user will 
receive a notifi cation every time a song has been added to it. They can 
then open up the song’s listing in Shazam, or if applicable, make a direct 
purchase of it by following the link to the song’s iTunes or Google Play 
page. As ever, all the social aspects of the app remain as brilliant as ever 
and the explore feature has even undergone a few tweaks of its own to 
make it easier to use than before. By following the steps of this tutorial, 
you’ll be able to get the app set up to automatically capture songs in no 
time at all.

Figure out the name of the song that’s 
been bugging you for ages with the help 
of Shazam’s automatic capture feature

Abouttheapp…

Shazam is a music discovery
app that can capture any
sound you want it to. It’s

useful for quickly identifying a
song that’s playing. When the app
discovers a song, the user will then
be able to purchase it, share it with
friends, watch its accompanying
music video, or explore some of the
app’s many fantastic social features.
On the downside, it still doesn’t have
a complete database of songs, but
the library is rapidly improving and
expanding with every update the
developers push out.

SHAZAM
Discover and share new songs 
with your contacts

It remains the undisputed king of all 
music discovery apps with its core 
functions and additional features.

 iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v8.4.1
 Android | Varies | Freemium | Varies

Make a purchase
Follow the link to iTunes and you’ll be 
able to make a purchase of the song 
without having to ever leave the app.

Get recommendations
Based on your previous captures, use 
the recommendations page to see 
what other songs Shazam thinks you 
should check out.

Watch the video
Although it isn’t present for all songs, 
for the most part you’ll fi nd a link to the 
direct offi  cial video included.

Share with friends
If the song you’ve captured is 
particularly obscure, make sure to use 
the share button to send its details to 
friends and family.

 MASTER SHAZAM’S 
INTERFACE
> Explore new options 
within the Shazam app

“Shazam now caters for people who’d rather have the app do the work 
for them, without the need for them to carry their phone ”
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TIP
Keep a list
If the app manages to capture multiple songs 
over a small period of time, you’ll find a list of 
them all within the My Shazam section – where 
you can open them or delete them if you wish.



SHAZAM > Discover new songs without lifting a finger

1 ALLOW ACCESS
After you download Shazam, and when you 

first open up the app, you’ll be required to grant 

access to your microphone. Make sure to confirm 

this option, as without it, the app won’t be able 

to capture any songs.

4 TAKE A LOOK
Follow the notification and you’ll be able to 

receive all the information about the song that 

has been captured, including links to open it up 

in your Spotify account, or in some cases, rival 

streaming service Rdio.

2 ENABLE AUTO CAPTURE
Where you’d normally press the Shazam icon to 

begin capturing a song, instead enable the auto 

option that sits in the top-right corner of the 

app. The app will now capture songs even when 

it is not being used.

5 LINK TO ITUNES
Once you receive a notification, it will also note 

if the song is available for you to purchase and 

download. If it is then you will find a direct link to 

the song’s iTunes page directly near the top of 

the Shazam listing. 

3 GET NOTIFIED
The app will begin capturing and you can go 

ahead and place your phone back in your pocket. 

If you happen to go past some music, the app 

will capture it and you’ll receive a notification 

letting you know.

6 OPEN MAP VIEW
Select the Explore option that is listed at the 

bottom of the app to see what other people 

are capturing around the world. You can press 

on any album to be taken to its Shazam listing 

within the app.
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Duolingo
Learning a new language 

is never easy, but Duolingo 

makes the process a little 

more manageable. Through a 

series of quizzes and lessons, 

users can learn the basics 

of a language within a few 

weeks and at their own 

speed. If all goes to plan, 

you can then move on to the 

more advanced topics when you see fi t.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Free | v4.3

Android | Varies | Free | Varies

iPad
THE FANTASTIC FLYING
BOOKS OF MR. MORRIS
LESSMORE

Breathtaking visuals
and a heartwarming
story. Essential.

iOS 5.1 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad

CHOPSTICKS NOVEL
In this novel
experience you are
given bits of people’s

lives as you weave the story
together in your own mind.

iOS 4.0 | £4.99/$6.99

BOOKS

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
FRANKENSTEIN

The classic horror 
story is brought 
back to life in this 

interactive adaptation. 
iOS 4.3 | £2.99/$4.99
OS 4.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad

iPOE 2
Interactive 
illustrations and 
music bring the 

macabre magic of Edgar Allan
Poe’s haunting poetry to life. 

iOS 5.1 | £3.99/$4.99

iPad

THE WASTE LAND
Discover TS 
Eliot’s epic and 
revolutionary poem,

view interactive notes and 
watch related videos.

iOS 5.0 | £10.49/$13.99

iPad
DK THE HUMAN BODY APP

Takes you on a 
journey deep into the
human body, with 

video content and annotated 
graphics. A fine iPad app.

iOS 4.0 | £4.99/$6.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

STAR WALK
This AR app helps 
you explore the 
stars, planets and 

constellations in the night sky.
iOS 6.0 | £2.29/$2.99
OS 4.0 | £1.79/$2.99

iPad
THE ELEMENTS: 
A VISUAL EXPLORATION

View rotatable 3D 
images of every 
element in the 

periodic table.
iOS 7.0 | £10.49/$13.99

EDUCATION ENTERTAINMENT

iPhone/ iPad

SNEAK
In this game you 
literally have to sneak 
up on your phone 

from a distance to capture 
photos of the shy monsters.

iOS 5.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPad

PROCREATE
Paints, inks and 
abstract shapes are 
all readily available, 

so you can achieve just the 
effect you’re looking for. 

iOS 8.1 | £4.49/$5.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

PLEX
Stream music and 
video from your 
desktop, and enjoy 

content from Plex’s channels. 
iOS 5.1.1 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 3.2 | Freemium

BUSINESS

iPhone/ iPad

RESUME EXPRESS
Create a stunning 
CV with this step-by-
step app that creates

a polished final product that 
can be easily exported.

iOS 6.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad
SAYHI TRANSLATE

Speak into this app 
and have your words
translated into 40 

languages, either spoken back
to you or sent as a message. 

iOS 6.1 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
1PASSWORD

Store your passwords 
for your favourite 
website and more 

with this secure app.
iOS 8.0 | Freemium 
OS 4.1 | Freemium

iPhone/Android

CAMCARD
Scan business cards 
for easy storage and 
import contact details 

direct to your address book. 
iOS 7.0 | £0.79/$0.99
Varies| £0.60/$0.99

iPhone/ iPad
HOW TO TIE A TIE 
ANIMATED GUIDE

Top tips and AR 
projection for tying 
30 nifty knots – 

perfect for any occasion.
iOS 7.1 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad
SCANNER PRO BY READDLE

Turn your iDevice into
a portable scanner. 
Snap a photo of a 

document to create a PDF and
export to Dropbox.

iOS 7.0 | £2.29/$2.99 

iPad

MEETING MINUTES
Schedule meetings, 
plan seating, save 
notes and record your 

minutes all in this one, very 
comprehensive app.

iOS 5.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPad
NHM EVOLUTION

Explore 600 million 
years of evolution 
with a fossil timeline

and multimedia treatments 
that explain the science.

iOS 4.3 | £10.49/$13.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

HENRI LE WORM
Top chef Raymond 
Blanc and actor 
Simon Pegg teach 

children about cooking. 
iOS 6.0 | £1.49/$1.99
OS 4.0 | £1.29/$2.12

iPhone/ iPad
MORFO 3D FACE BOOTH

Make talking 3D 
masks of absolutely 
anyone with this 

clever, customisable app. Then 
share the results via email.

iOS 4.3 | £0.79/$0.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

VLC STREAMER
The streaming 
service lets you share 
media from your 

desktop to your device. 
iOS 6.0 | £1.49/$1.99
OS 4.0 | £1.35/$1.99

TIDAL
TIDAL has undergone a massive 

relaunch since Jay-Z took over 

the reins and boy does it show. 

The interface has been altered to 

make it easier than ever to fi nd 

the muaic you want to listen to 

and there’s now the addition of 

several social features. Although 

it’s more expensive than the likes of Spotify and 

Play Music, TIDAL is still a serious competitor 

to the other music streaming apps that are 

currently available.

iPhone+ | iOS 7.0 | Freemium | v1.3

Android | OS 4.1 | Freemium | v1.1.2

GREATEST 
APPS EVER

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
KOBO READING APP

For functionality and 
design we would take 
Kobo every time. Free 

books and cool reading stats. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad

iBOOKS
Apple’s own native 
bookstore comes 
with iCloud features, 

as well as the ability to change 
reading settings to suit you.

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

GOODREADS
 A great app for book
recommendations, 
Goodreads also has 

wishlists and social links.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 1.6 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

COMICS
A convenient portal 
to read over 12,000 
comics, and over 500 

of them are absolutely free.
iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 2.2 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
AUDIOBOOKS FROM 
AUDIBLE

Part of the Amazon 
family, so you have 
plenty of choice.

iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
LOGMEIN

Remotely access your
desktop from your 
mobile so you can 

take your business on the go.
iOS 6.0 | Freemium 
OS 2.3 | Freemium

iPhone/ Android
JAMES CAAN 
BUSINESS SECRETS

Find out about hiring 
staff, raising money 
and more in this app.

iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 2.3 | Free 

iPhone/ iPad

DRAGON DICTATION
This app instantly 
translates the spoken
word into text. Send 

yourself notes and reminders.
iOS 4.0 | Free
OS 2.2 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

KHAN ACADEMY
A library of over 
3,000 videos enables 
users to learn pretty 

much anything they want, no 
matter their interests.

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

iTUNES U
One of the most 
powerful educational 
tools around, with full 

university courses available 
direct on your device.

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad
NASA VISUALIZATION 
EXPLORER

Everything NASA in 
one place, including 
news on missions 

and stunning imagery.
iOS 5.1 | Free 

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

DUOLINGO
Learn a new 
language for free, 
from grammar basics 

to translating entire websites.
iOS 7.0 | Free 
Varies | Free 

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

TED
Regular programming
with remarkable 
speakers and lectures

for free via this learning app.
iOS 8.0 | Free
OS 4.0 | Free 

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
NETFLIX

Cross-device viewing 
thanks to the cloud. 
An absolute must for 

subscribers to the service. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad

ACTION MOVIE FX
Give your home 
videos some truly 
epic Hollywood 

effects with this brilliant free 
app for your iOS device.

iOS 5.0 | Freemium 

iPhone/ Android

iPLAYER RADIO
So much more than 
an extension of the 
iPlayer catch-up 

service, with a great interface.
iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 4.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

REMOTE
This handy app 
lets you connect to 
iTunes wirelessly and 

play music and movies that 
are on your Mac or PC.

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

HAUNTING MELISSA
A horror movie for 
the mobile era, the 
producer of The Ring 

directs this experimental but 
highly gripping ghost story.

iOS 8.0 | Freemium

SEND US AN EMAIL TODAY
WITH YOUR FAVOURITE APPS

apps@imagine-publishing.co.uk

TWEET US WITH 
YOUR FAVOURITE APPS

@Knowyourapps

OR RECOMMEND 
THEM ON FACEBOOK

/AppsMagazine

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE APP?
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THE TOP 200 GREATEST APPS EVER

iPhone/ iPad

DEBT MANAGER
Offers a clean, simple
interface so you can
visualise your debt, 

organise your incomings and 
outgoings, and pay it off.

iOS 4.0 | £0.79/$0.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
MONEYWIZ

One of the best 
finance managers 
around, with easy-to-
use functions.

iOS 7.0 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 2.3.3 | £1.55/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad

POCKETMONEY
The price you pay 
for this app is fully 
justified, thanks to its

superior functionality and the
useful tips it divulges. 

OS 1.6 | £3.10/$4.99

FINANCE FOOD & DRINK

iPhone/ iPad
THE PHOTO COOKBOOK
– QUICK & EASY

With images of every
ingredient and steps
to each recipe, it 

couldn’t be easier to follow.
iOS 5.0 | £2.99/$3.99

iPhone
OTTOLENGHI

An absolute must 
for all foodies, this 
app features mouth-

watering full-screen photos 
and some clever features.

iOS 5.0 | £2.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

JAMIE’S 20 MINUTE MEALS
Step-by-step photo 
recipes, plus extra 
kitchen tips such as 

how to sharpen knives. 
iOS 3.1.2 | £4.99/$6.99
OS 2.0 | £1.99/$7.69

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
HITMAN GO

Eliminate your
enemies as Agent 47
in this puzzle gem

from the creators of Hitman.
iOS 6.0 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 2.3.3 | £2.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

ANOMALY 2
Protect your convoy
of troops and attack
alien invaders in this

top-down strategy game.
iOS 5.0 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 2.3 | £3.39/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

MONUMENT VALLEY
Guide your character
through a mind-
bending world of

impossible architecture.
iOS 6.0 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 2.3.3 | £2.49/$3.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
ASPHALT 8: AIRBORNE

Perform high-octane
aerial stunts to get
the edge on other

racers in this arcade game.
iOS 6.1.6 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

GAMES

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

REPUBLIQUE
Escape from a prison
in this stealth-action
adventure. Solve 

puzzles to earn your freedom.
iOS 7.0 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 4.0 | £3.21/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
MINECRAFT – 
POCKET EDITON

Create your own 
personal Minecraft 
world, block by block.

iOS 5.1.1 | £4.99/$6.99
Varies | £4.99/$6.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
FM HANDHELD 2015

Master tactics to 
climb up the leagues
and sign players to 

make the best team.
iOS 5.0 | £7.99/$8.99
OS 2.3.3 | £6.99/$9.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
GRAND THEFT AUTO: 
SAN ANDREAS

Control the criminal 
underworld in this 
epic mobile version.

iOS 6.0 | £4.99/$6.99
OS 3.0 | £4.99/$6.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
BOSON X

A mix of fast-paced 
fun and subatomic 
style makes this 

endless runner very addictive.
iOS 4.3 | £2.29/$2.99
OS 2.3.3 | £1.92/$2.99

iPhone/ Android

START BY TACK
Minimalist alarm clock
and stopwatch that
launches set apps

when you wake.
iOS 5.0 | £3.99/$5.99
OS 3.0 | £0.65/$0.99

iPhone/ iPad
DAY ONE JOURNAL

Record your life
with this magazine-
like app for your

memories, ideas and photos.
Share online or keep private.

iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPad

WEDDING PLANNER FOR iPAD
Plan everything, from
your big day’s budget
to the colour scheme

and the seating plan with this
detailed wedding app.

iOS 7.0 | £7.99/$9.99

LIFESTYLE

iPhone/ iPad
iA WRITER

Aspiring novelist? 
This is the perfect 
space to express 

yourself in a clean, distraction-
free environment.

iOS 7.1 | £3.99/$4.99

iPad
MARTHA STEWART
CRAFTSTUDIO

Create decorative 
cards in-app with 
hints and tips 

provided by Martha herself.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad

ICONICAL
Create your own 
bespoke icons for 
your apps either by 

painting a design in-app or by
uploading an image.

iOS 7.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad
MORTGAGE MENTOR 

Compare mortgages
side-by-side, work 
out what the true 

price would be and manage all
of your payments.

iOS 4.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPad/ Android

BILLS
Track your incomings
and outgoings by 
filtering paid, planned

and overdue payments. 
iOS 5.0 | £0.79/$0.99
OS 1.6 | £1.33/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad

iSPREADSHEET
Compatible with 
Excel, Google Docs 
and Open Office – 

manage all of your finances on
the go with this app.

iOS 6.0 | £2.29/$2.99

iPad
COOK

Create your own 
recipe book, complete 
with customisable 

colours and fonts, then share 
it with your friends online.

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad
GREEN KITCHEN – HEALTHY 
VEGETARIAN RECIPES

A stylish interface 
and inspiring recipes 
prove healthy eating 

doesn’t need to be bland.
iOS 7.1 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

PAPRIKA RECIPE MANAGER
File away your 
favourite web recipes 
in this dedicated 

cooking database.
iOS 7.0 | £3.99/$4.99 
OS 4.0 | £3.17/$4.99

HEALTH

iPhone/ iPad

CARDIOGRAPH
Simply hold your 
thumb over your 
device’s camera

lens to monitor and track
your heart rate.

iOS 7.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPhone/ Android

ZOMBIES, RUN!
Run to stay alive 
in a world infested 
with zombies in this 

immersive AR workout.
iOS 7.0 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 4.0 | £2.99/$3.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
RUNTASTIC PUSH-UPS PRO

Plan your workout in 
this stylish app and 
receive motivation 

from the voice coach.
iOS 7.0 | £1.99/$1.99
Varies | £1.99/$1.99

iPhone/ Android
7 MINUTE WORKOUT 
CHALLENGE

A fast-paced work 
out with exercises, 
videos and tracker. 

iOS 7.0 | £2.29/$2.99
OS 2.33 | £1.29/$1.94

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM

Military-grade 
workout app that 
requires no fitness 

equipment bar your device. 
iOS 5.0 | £2.29/$2.99
OS 2.2 | £1.99/$2.99

MEDICAL

iPhone/iPad
SNORELAB

Worried about how 
much you snore? Find 
out how loud you 

sound with this app, then get 
tips on how to reduce it.

iOS 7.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPad

SKELETON SYSTEM PRO III
This dissection of 
the human skeleton 
goes into incredible 

detail with plenty of room for 
adding your own notes.

iOS 7.0 | £7.99/$9.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

VISUAL ANATOMY
View rotatable 3D 
images from Gray’s 
Anatomy of selected 

organs or regions of the body.
iOS 6.0 | £2.29/$2.99 
OS 2.0 | £1.60/$2.69

iPhone/ iPad
FAMILY ILLNESS AND 
SHOT TRACKER

Keep a digital diary 
of your family’s 
shots, vaccinations, 

medicines, illnesses and more.
iOS 3.1.3 | £1.49/$1.99

iPad

HEART PRO III
Lifelike depictions 
of the heart and 
circulatory system 

that can be rotated 360° to 
appreciate its complexity.

iOS 7.0 | £7.99/$9.99

iPhone/ Android
BREATHING ZONE

Reduce stress and 
see your breathing 
patterns displayed in 

colourful graphics.
iOS 5.1 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 2.2 | £1.99/$3.99

iPhone/ Android

PAYPAL
Check your current 
balance, view your 
account and send 

money via 16 currencies. 
iOS 7.1 | Free 
OS 2.3.3 | Free 

iPhone/ Android

BLOOMBERG BUSINESS
Bloomberg is a must
for city traders 
and anyone who is 

interested in the stock market.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 1.6 | Free 

iPhone/ Android

BARCLAYS PINGIT
Send money 
between accounts, 
using just a mobile 

number, from your device.
iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 2.3 | Free 

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
SPENDING TRACKER

Monitor your spending 
and save money thanks 
to the charts, graphs 

and stats in this app.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
OPENTABLE UK

Find and book a 
restaurant table in a 
few taps, whether 

last minute or planned.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 2.3.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad
HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING 
ESSENTIALS

The app that’s 
perfect for any level
of experience, from 

oven wizards to toast burners. 
iOS 6.1 | Freemium

iPhone/ Android

FOODSPOTTING
An essential 
destination for when 
you want something 

different and great to eat.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
EPICURIOUS RECIPES 
& SHOPPING LIST

An essential app for 
culinary masters and 
budding chefs alike. 

iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 2.3| Free

iPhone/iPad/ Android

HEARTHSTONE
Cast spells in this 
online card game 
from the makers of 

World Of Warcraft.
iOS 5.1 | Freemium
OS 4.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ Android
ENDOMONDO 
Endomondo is the most social

fitness experience 
around and covers a 
wide range of sports.

iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

CALORIE COUNTER
Your ultimate calorie 
guide with a massive
database as well as 

exercises and social links.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

NIKE+ RUNNING
This app requires a 
pair of Nike shoes 
that have an insert 

for the Nike+ sensor.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 2.3.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

HEALTHTAP
Post your concern 
and a qualified doctor 
will respond with a 

diagnosis fairly swiftly.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 4.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

SNAPGUIDE
This community-
driven guidebook is a 
wonderful resource. 

Browse its many topics and 
get all sorts of handy tips. 

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
FANCY

Searching and 
sharing items on 
Fancy is all about 

becoming a curator of cool. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 2.3.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

AROUNDME
This is a handy app to 
use in an unfamiliar 
place when you need 

to find local amenities.
iOS 5.1.1 | Free
OS 2.3 | Free

iPad

eBAY FOR iPAD
This app is not only 
great to keep up 
with your shopping, 

but also a wonderful place to
browse for bargains. 

iOS 7.0| Free 

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

VISION TEST
This app tests your 
vision through a 
series of exams, and 

includes an optician finder.
iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 2.2 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

PREGNANCY+
Monitor your baby’s 
development week 
by week and log 

doctor’s appointments. 
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
OS 3.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad

uHEAR
As hearing loss 
usually happens 
over a period of 

time, uHear is a good app for 
monitoring your hearing.

iOS 4.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
PROGNOSIS: 
YOUR DIAGNOSIS

Uses case studies for 
better diagnosis in 
patients by doctors.

iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 2.3.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

MOVES
Moves automatically 
tracks your everyday 
exercise to motivate 

you to do more and set goals.  
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 4.0 | Free
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iPad

THE ORCHESTRA
Explore three
centuries of classical
music with this

interactive mix of music as
well as video content.

iOS 7.0 | £10.49/$13.99

iPad/ Android

DJAY 2
Take tracks from
your library and start
mixing them together

on this brilliant turntable app.
iOS 7.0 | £6.99/$7.99
OS 4.1 | £2.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad

FIGURE
Make music in
minutes with
this easy-to-use

interface. Export results to
iTunes Audio Sharing.

iOS 7.0 | £0.79/$0.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
TIDAL

Enjoy high definition 
music streaming and
playlists chosen by 

music industry experts. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 4.1 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
SOUNDHOUND

Hum a tune or sing a
lyric and SoundHound
will give you the full

name of the song and artist.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ Android

YAHOO NEWS DIGEST
Get twice-daily 
summaries of the 
top news stories, 

complete with infographics.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 4.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

HALFTONE 2
Create a comic 
book starring your 
friends and family by 

applying speech bubbles and 
borders to images.

iOS 7.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
SEENE 

Capture 3D photos 
and share them 
online or embed 

them on your website.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 4.1 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP TOUCH
Edit images on the 
go with a range of 
touch-control tools 

using this essential software.
iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 4.0 | £2.99/$9.99

iPhone/ iPad

iMOVIE
Apple’s official video-
editing app makes it 
easy to fine-tune the 

videos you shoot on the go 
with simple gesture controls.

iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone
MAPS 3D – GPS TRACKS FOR
BIKE, HIKE, SKI & OUTDOOR

Ideal for the
mountains, view
3D maps and aerial 

images, and plan your route.
iOS 7.0 | £2.99/$3.99

iPhone/ Android

GEOCACHING
Join the world’s
biggest treasure
hunt by becoming a 

Geocacher. It’s great fun.
iOS 7.0 | £7.99/$9.99
Varies | £6.99/$9.99

iPhone/ Android
PLANE FINDER

View near real-time 
air traffic maps that 
let you track the

paths of aircraft above you.
iOS 7.0 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 2.2 | £2.99/$2.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
VIEWRANGER OUTDOOR 

GPS & MAPS
Get off the beaten 
track with this map 

app, ideal for planning hikes.
iOS 5.1 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone

KAMINO
Explore your city with 
these user-generated 
walking tours with 

turn-by-turn directions or 
share your own with others. 

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/iPad
HILL LISTS

Provides geographical
details for highland, 
hilltop and mountain 

walks across the UK and 
Republic of Ireland. 

iOS 6.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPhone/iPad

SPYGLASS
Augmented reality 
navigator and 
compass that lets 

you track your location and 
work out bearings in real-time.

iOS 6.1 | £2.99/$3.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

INSTAPAPER
Save feature articles 
and blog posts for 
later offline reading in

this paper-like reader.
iOS 8.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad
DOWNCAST

Download and listen 
to your favourite 
podcasts directly from 

your iPhone or iPad without 
the need to sync with iTunes.

iOS 7.1 | £2.29/$2.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
CAMERA ZOOM FX

Take up to ten shots 
per second with this 
high-speed snapper, 

then apply filters to photos.
iOS 7.0 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 1.6 | £1.79/$2.99

MUSIC NEWS PHOTO & VIDEONAVIGATION

iPOE 2
Bring Edgar Allen Poe’s 
poetry to life with this 
fascinating app that 

tells some fascinating tales
iOS 5.1 | £3.99/$4.99

CAMERA ZOOM FX
Experiment with different 
filters and features to 
improve your camera skills.

 iOS 7.0 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 1.6 | £1.79/$2.99

FLICKR
Upload, manage 
and share your own 
library of photos and 

videos with ease.
iOS 8.0 | Free
Varies | Free

KOBO READING
A great place to store 
millions of books for 
completely free.

iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

PROCREATE
Add stylised edits to 
images, or paint your 
own masterpiece.

iOS 8.1| £4.49/$5.99

iPhone
MEXTURES

Create and combine 
your own filters and 
textures for truly 

individual Instagram photos.
iOS 7.0 | £1.49/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

SPOTIFY MUSIC
Build customised 
playlists from millions 
of tracks and share 

them with the world. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

SOUNDWAVE
Discover new music 
with this running 
feed of what 

everyone is listening to.
iOS 7.0 | Free 
OS 2.3 | Free

iPhone/ Android

SHAZAM
An extraordinary app, 
Shazam can identify 
songs by listening to 

them for a few seconds. 
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPad

AWEDITORIUM
Quite literally a wall 
of sound for users to 
interact with, as each 

‘brick’ hosts an artist, their 
music and cool photos.

iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
GOOGLE MAPS

Back on iOS and still 
the undisputed king 
of the mapping world.

This app is all you need.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone
HOPSTOP TRANSIT 
DIRECTIONS

Get real-time subway,
bus, train, taxi, 
walking and biking 

directions in an instant.
iOS 6.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
WAZE SOCIAL GPS, 
MAPS & TRAFFIC

Get instant travel 
updates from other 
users on the road.

iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

FLIPBOARD
It’s not only one of 
the best news apps 
around, it’s also great

fun to use on your device.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies| Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

POCKET
Pocket lets you save 
any article, image or 
video you find online

for you to view it later. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
BBC NEWS

This app lets you 
watch live news 
feeds over Wi-Fi, so 

you can always stay informed.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

LINKEDIN PULSE
With a focus on 
business news, tailor 
this reader to follow 

all of your favourite RSS feeds.
iOS 8.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPad

SKY NEWS FOR iPAD
Watch live streams 
from the TV station 
in the palm of your 

hands. Feature-rich, brimming 
with content and totally free.

iOS 6.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

YOUTUBE
Stream videos from 
the popular website, 
now with voice 

search and picture to picture.
iOS 6.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

SNAPSEED
This app has quite 
simply become the 
go-to image editing 

app across all devices.
iOS 8.0 | Free
OS 4.1 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
FLICKR

Offering 1TB of online 
storage, this app is 
great for showcasing 

and sharing your best photos. 
iOS 8.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

INSTAGRAM
With a wide range 
of cool filters and a 
great community you 

can create amazing photos.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad

PEEKSTER
Scan articles in select 
newspapers to create 
a digital version on 

your iPhone, which you can 
save for later or share online.

iOS 7.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
POCKET CASTS

Stay up-to-date with 
all the latest podcasts 
with one easy-to-use 

cross-platform download.
iOS 8.0 | £2.99/$3.99
OS 4.1 | £2.49/$3.99

iPhone/iPad

GARAGEBAND
Use simple gestures 
to play piano, organ, 
guitar and drums. 

Upload tracks to YouTube, 
SoundCloud and more.

iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99

SEND US AN EMAIL TODAY
WITH YOUR FAVOURITE APPS

apps@imagine-publishing.co.uk

TWEET US WITH 
YOUR FAVOURITE APPS

@Knowyourapps

OR RECOMMEND 
THEM ON FACEBOOK

/AppsMagazine

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE APP?
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iPhone/ iPad

REDSHIFT – ASTRONOMY
This exquisite app 
brings the night 
sky to your device, 

with all major planets and 
constellations displayed. 

iOS 4.3 | £9.99/$11.49

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

WOLFRAMALPHA
Find essential 
information that is 
well presented and 

easy to use in this clever app.
iOS 7.0 | £2.29/$2.99
OS 2.1 | £1.86/$2.99

iPhone/ iPad
BRIAN COX’S WONDERS
OF THE UNIVERSE

With wonderful
images, animations
and video content, it’s

a must-have for any stargazer.
iOS 7.0 | £4.99/$5.99

iPad
LONDON – A CITY 
THROUGH TIME

Explore 2,000 years
of one of the world’s
greatest cities with 

articles, photos and video.
iOS 5.1 | £10.49/$13.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

CHAMBERS DICTIONARY
Clear, accurate and 
occasionally witty 
definitions, plus a 

detailed thesaurus.
iOS 5.5.1 | £4.99/$6.99
OS 2.2 | £4.99/$6.99

iPhone/ iPad

ARTICLES
Browse Wikipedia 
using this excellent 
reader, which 

offers great formatting and 
customisation options.

iOS 6.1 | Free

iPhone/ iPad
BAREFOOT WORLD ATLAS

Interactive 3D 
globe for children, 
beautifully rendered

with details of all the 
countries of the world. 

iOS 7.0 | £3.99/$4.99

REFERENCE

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

GOOGLE TRANSLATE
Translate to and 
from 64 languages,
speech from 17 

languages, and listen in 24.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android
SCRIBO – THE WORLD’S 
LARGEST ONLINE LIBRARY

All the reference 
books you’ll need, 
available offline.

iOS 6.0 | Freemium
OS 2.2 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

QUORA
The place to go 
with your burning 
questions, with the

community providing answers.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 3.0 | Free

iPhone/ Android
VINE

Shoot six-second 
videos of your life 
and share them with 

this booming community.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

TUMBLR
Find, follow and 
shares the things you
love on this highly 

customisable blog network.
iOS 7.1 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

SNAPCHAT
Send photos to 
friends that vanish 
after viewing. Also 

includes video and messaging.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone
TWEETBOT 3 FOR TWITTER
(iPHONE & iPOD TOUCH)

Perfect for heavy
Twitter users, it
includes multiple

timelines and smart gestures.
iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ Android
TIMEHOP

Relive the past with 
daily updates of your 
tweets, photos and 

check-ins from years ago.
iOS 7.1 | Free
OS 4.0.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad

STATNUT
View all of your social 
networks in one 
place with StatNut 

and display them in a simple, 
colour-coded interface.

iOS 4.3| £0.79/$0.99

SOCIAL

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

FACEBOOK
The ultimate social 
networking tool has 
regular updates. Easy

to use and fairly foolproof.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

PINTEREST
This growing 
community is a great 
way to discover new 

things, and a hell of a timesink.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
SKYPE

Bring your loved ones
closer to you with the
free video and audio 

calls of the Skype service.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/Android

PATH
A simple and 
satisfying interface 
that Facebook and 

Twitter can only dream about.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
GOLFSHOT: GOLF GPS

View maps and track
your position on golf
courses across the 

world with this GPS app.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
OS 2.3.3 | Freemium

iPhone/ Android

SQUAWKA
All the latest soccer 
stats displayed with
infographics and 

animations of in-game events.
 iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 4.1 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

OFFICIAL F1 APP
View leaderboards, 
lap times and 
exclusive news 

throughout the F1 season.
iOS 6.0 | Freemium
OS 4.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad
CURLY’S POCKET 
GUIDE TO SPORT

The rules to 74 
major sports from 
golf to Greco-Roman

wrestling, with illustrations. 
iOS 7.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad
THE MASTER 
TACTICIAN PRO

Create winning 
football strategies 
with this great 

animated playbook app.
iOS 4.3 | £8.99/$11.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
COACH’S EYE

Improve your team’s
performance with 
video analysis and 

draw directly onto images.
iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99
OS 4.1 | Freemium

SPORTS

iPhone/ Android

BBC SPORT
Covering a wide 
range of sports, the 
app brings you news,

videos and stats in one place. 
iOS 6.0 | Free
OS 2.3 | Free

iPhone/ Android

YAHOO! SPORTS
For the amount 
of info at your 
fingertips, this app is

a must for every sports fan.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
OS 4.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
EUROSPORT PLAYER

Watch the hottest 
action live with 
this streaming app 

(monthly subscription fee).
iOS 6.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPad

SKY SPORTS FOR iPAD
The Sky Sports 
channels on your 
device, as well as 

some impressive in-game stat
screens and graphics.

iOS 6.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad

PAGES
This versatile app 
lets you create, edit 
and view documents 

as well as create attractive, 
customised pages. 

iOS 8.0 | £7.99/$9.99

iPhone/ iPad

CLEAR
This purely gesture-
based app has one of 
the most innovative 

and intuitive interfaces of 
virtually any app around.

iOS 8.0 | £3.99/$4.99

iPhone/ iPad

NUMBERS
This spreadsheet was 
designed for your 
touchscreen, enabling 

you to calculate figures and 
create graphs with ease.

iOS 8.0 | £7.99/$9.99

iPhone/ iPad

BUY ME A PIE CLASSIC
Write a list and sync 
it between devices 
so that you and your 

flatmates can all keep track of 
who’s buying what. 

iOS 6.0 | £2.29/$2.99

iPhone/ iPad
KEYNOTE 

Create a world-class 
presentation with 
this top app. Including 

a range of impressive themes 
and customisable features.

iOS 8.0 | £7.99/$9.99

iPhone
GLOBO

Ideal for the travelling 
businessman, track 
the time in different 

cities around the world and 
set location-based alarms.

iOS 7.0 | £0.99/$0.99

PRODUCTIVITY

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

EVERNOTE
Create a note on your 
device and save it to 
the cloud, where it 

can be picked up and edited.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
DROPBOX

Access your images, 
documents or any 
other type of digital 

file you like, anywhere. 
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
OS 4.0.3 | Freemium

iPad
PAPER BY FIFTYTHREE

A wonderfully 
character-filled 
sketching and 

creative app where users can 
purchase other themed tools.

iOS 7.0 | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
IF BY IFTTT

Make your life easier 
by putting the 
internet to work and 

automating online services.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 4.0 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
TUBE MAP PRO

Plan your route 
around live travel info
with this smart map 

of the London Underground.
iOS 7.0 | £4.99/$6.99
Varies | Freemium

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

FLIGHTRADAR24 PRO
Quickly turn your 
device into a radar 
dish and see what air

traffic looks like in real-time. 
iOS 5.0| £2.99/$3.99
OS 2.3.3 | £2.49/$3.99

iPhone/ iPad
SULLIVAN’S LIST

Discover great 
adventures around 
the world, then 

create your own wish list of 
places you want to visit.

iOS 4.3 | £2..29/$2.99

iPhone/ iPad
PACKING PRO

A list-making app 
specially designed for
your holiday packing,

with a detailed predeparture
to-do list with over 100 tasks.

iOS 6.0 | £2.29/$2.99

TRAVEL

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
TRIPADVISOR HOTELS 
FLIGHTS RESTAURANTS

Hotel and restaurant
reviews, cheap flights
and virtual tours.

iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

HAILO
It sets the standard 
and changes the way
people order their 

taxis on iOS or Android. 
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android
GOOGLE EARTH

This is one of those 
definitive apps, giving
you access to pretty 

much anywhere on the globe.
iOS 4.3 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ Android

GUIDEPAL CITY GUIDES
Download full city 
guides, plus maps, for
over 60 of the most 

exciting destinations.
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
OS 2.2 | Freemium

iPhone/ Android
AIRBNB

Book last-minute 
trips and holiday lets 
in over 34,000 cities 

around the world.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPad
TRIPTEASE

Discover exciting 
destinations or share
your experiences 

with this vivid, photo-driven 
network for jet-setters. 

iOS 6.0 | Free

iPhone/ Android

FIZZ WEATHER
A slick UI with a
wealth of useful data,
you get weather info

for over 58,000 cities.
iOS 4.3 | £0.79/$0.99
OS 2.1 | £0.99/$1.62

iPhone/iPad

NOAA RADAR PRO
Vivid, real-time
animated radar
images of weather

across the United States, with
storm alerts and bookmarks.

iOS 7.0 | £1.99/$1.99

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

WEATHER LIVE RELOADED
Create your own
weather station
with customisable

features and great graphics.
iOS 6.0 | £1.49/$1.99
Varies | £1.31/$1.99

iPad

MAGICAL WEATHER
View animated hourly
and weekly weather
forecasts for up to

nine different places around
the world simultaneously.

iOS 6.0 | £0.99/$0.99

iPhone/iPad
DARK SKY

With 24-hour and
seven-day outlooks,
Dark Sky specialises

in incredibly accurate, minute-
by-minute forecasts.

iOS 7.0 | £2.99/$3.99

WEATHER

iPhone

WEATHERMOB
Forecasting with 
a difference with 
this truly social app, 

enabling users to share their 
climate and activities.

iOS 6.1 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

WEATHERWISE
Fill your screen with 
some great themes 
to accompany your 

weather forecast. 
iOS 7.0 | Freemium
OS 2.3.3 | Freemium

iPhone/ Android

THE WEATHER CHANNEL
A solid and 
professionally 
produced app, it 

offers very detailed info.
iOS 7.0 | Free
Varies | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android

YAHOO! WEATHER
This stunning app 
backdrops the 
forecast with photos 

of conditions in your location.
iOS 7.0 | Free
OS 2.3 | Free

iPhone/ iPad/ Android 

BBC WEATHER
Simple and clear 
design with one-
touch controls for 

easy navigation of forecasts.
iOS 5.1.1 | Free
OS 2.2 | Free
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The New CleanMyMac 3

What is CleanMyMac 3?
It’s an app that cleans, optimizes, and maintains your 
Mac. It scans every inch of your system, removes 
gigabytes of junk in just two clicks, and monitors the 
health of your Mac, all from one beautifully designed 
interface.

Smart Cleaners are Safe Cleaners
Thanks to CleanMyMac 3’s Safety Database, which is a 
list of rules, items, and exceptions that it refers to every 
time it scans your Mac, you can be absolutely sure that 
you’re only cleaning up the right files. It gives you 
complete peace of mind.

One-button Cleaning
CleanMyMac 3 uses just one button to scan every inch 
of your Mac and remove all the junk it finds. It only 
selects files that are 100% safe-to-delete, so you never 
have to worry about removing the wrong ones. It’s not 
just a Mac cleaner — it’s incredibly, incredibly smart.

Crafted Perfection
It’s designed to perfectly complement OS X Yosemite 
and your Mac. And design doesn’t just mean looks. 
The app is simple to use, easy to understand, and gets 
you cleaning without any know-how necessary. That’s 
the power of CleanMyMac 3.

Mac cleaning software | MacPaw.com




